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yesterday. The whole question was
debated again today at the cabinet
' '
.
meeting.

GETS

CALIFORNIA

Johnson Makes No Comment.
Sacramento, April 22. Governor
Johnson .read with interest a copy of
the message from Washington con
taining President Wilson's views, but
said that the message had not come
to him officially as yet, and that he
PRESIDENT ASKS THAT NO LEG- i couitl make no comment on .the atti-- j
tude taken Ky the president.
ISLATION AFFECTING TREATGovernor Johnson . received Presi-- i
IES BE PASSED.
dent Wilson's telegram of protest
against the alien land bills at 11
o'clock
'and immediately had it copied
TELEGRAM
A
SENDS JOHNSON
into a special message to both houses
of the legislature.
06KS THE GOVER.NOR TO PUT
No comment was offered by the
THE MATTER SQUARELY UP
governor and the message contains
only a formal preface to the effect
TO THE PEOPLE.
that the telegram had been received.

AN APPEAL FROM
WILSON

j

Vilson

IT

IS

A

ISSUE

NATIONAL

Washington, April 22. President
Wilson, after a conference with the
democratic delegation from California in convention today, decided to
telegraph Governor Johnson and legislative leaders in California appealing to them ot to enact any anti-alie-n
laud laws in contravention of
treaty, obligations of the United
States with Japan.
The telegram was as ioiiows:
"I speak upon the assumption,
which I am sure is well founded, that
the people of California do not desire
their representatives and. that their
representatives do not desire or
In any circumstances to embarrass the government ot the United
States in its dealing with a nation
with whom it has most earnestly and
cordially sought to maintain relations
of genuine friendship and good will,
and that least of all do they desire
to do anything that might Impair
treaty obligations or cast a doubt on
the honor and good faith of the nation and its government.
"I therefore appeal with the utmost
confidence to the people, the governor and the legislature of California
to act In the matter now under consideration in a manner that cannot
from any point of view be fairly challenged or called in question. If they
leem It necessary to exclude all
aliens who have not declared their intentions to become citizens from the
privileges of land ownership they can
do so along lines already followed in
the laws of many of the other states
and of many foreign countries, including Japan herself. Insidious
ination will inevitably draw In question the treaty obligations ot the
United States.
"I register a very earnest and very
respectful protest against discrimination in this case, not only because I
deem it my duty to do so as the chief
executive of the nation, but also, and
the more readily, because I believe
the people and the legislative authorities of California will generously respond the moment the matter is
frankly presented to them as a question of national policy and of national
honor. If they have ignored this
point of view, it is, I am sure, because
they do not realize what and how
much was involved.
The California democratic congres -
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SESSIONS

WILL HAVE NIGHT

PRESIDENT SAID TO HAVE

RE-

QUESTED HARD WORK WITH
RAPID COMPLETION

Washington, April 22. With the
en tire ways and means committee in
session today for the first time, Chair
man Oscar Underwood laid before it
the new democratc tariff revision bill.
Alter it had received vigorous oppo
sition by the six republican members
and Victor Murdock, progressive, it
was approved by the strict party vote
of 14 to 7 and reported to the house
to be called up tomorrow for general
debate.
Democratic Leader Underwood today decided to call for day and night
sessions of the house, beginning
expedite the passage of the
bill.
It was said his decision
tariff
waB in accordance with a suggestion
from the White House that night
would show an earnest desire
to secure tariff legislation as quickly
as possible.
The general debate ou the tariff bill
will begin tomorrow in- the house and
Mr. Underwood's idea is that it will
be completed in about five days, and
that possibly a week or so more will
be consumed in considering the bill
further under what is called the
sea-sion- s

-

e

rule.

BELGIAN STRIKE IS

-

-

j

PEACE

GIRL ACCUSED OF
DOUBLE MURDER
MARIE KONNISCHAU IS SAID TO
HAVE KILLED HER MOTHER
AND SISTER.
St. Louis, April 22. The bodies of
Mrs. Ernestine konniscb.au and her
daughter Selma were found shortly
before noon today, buried in the basement of a building" at 2112 South

Broadway. KCvJuinlHcbau, another
daughter, was arrested at the city
hospital shortly after noon in the investigation of the mystery.
Both bodies were immured in concrete. The sister, Marie, was taken
to the city hospital two weeks ago for
treatment for a broken leg. A week
before that time neighbors noticed
the absence of her mother and sister.
Marie explained that her sister Sel-mhad' died and that the mother had
takCn the body to Illinois for burial. Investigation today resulted in the findA little
ing of a newly made grave.
were
woman
of
a
feet
work, and the
uncovered. Further search resulted
in the finding of the second body.
a
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CALLS

DECLARES

PLAYERS

IT ENSLAVES

AND HOLDS UP THE PUBLIC
FINANCIALLY

MEN0F

EIOIITS

MAKES IT IMPOSSIBLE

FOR THEM

ROBS

TO CONTRACT WITHOUT COMMISSION'S PERMISSION

Washington, April 22. Characteriz
ing
organized baseball as- tne most
rency committee called its members
audacious and autocratic trust in the;
together today and advised them of
Representative Gallagher ot
country,"
the results of informal conferences
OBLITERATED
BE
Illinois today introduced a resolution
with President Wilson, Secretary
for an exhaustive inaulry into tha
and Chairman Glass of the
of the national commisBloa
operations
house banking committee n the subPA- by a special committee oi congress.
DIVORCING
UNION
FOR
PLAN
ject of currency reform. Hearings
The resolution would also direct tha
CIFIC AND SOUTHERN PACIFIC
are to be arranged to be followed oy
PUBLIC
MADE
attorney general to investigate the
joint sessions of the currency com
baseball contracts with a Tiew to in
senate.
mittee of both houses and
22.
St. Paul, Minn., April
Sugges stituting prosecutions for violation of.
While there has been no final
law.
of the the Sherman anti-trus- t
dissolution
the
nfo.in
tions
concerning
agreement, $s yet, as to the
Pacific railway
The resolution would direct the
features of currency reform, certain Union
ot
In speaker to appoint a committee
prevalent ideas, some of which event- merger, with regard to the plan
- seven to investigate "the
Lovoperation
S.
Robert
be
the
in
bill,
formally presented by
ually may be found
the Union Facitic.1 and nracticea OI ins oaseuau uu
came known today. These include:
dt
discrimi
(1) Fifteen regional reserve banks were made by United States Circuit To ascertain whether unjust
which would act as fiscal agent3 for Judges W. Sanborn, William C. Hook nations have been practiced tor
the government.
and Walter I. Smith to Mr. Lovett last against players; whether players are
r..
to
superboard
A
governing,
(2)
night and made public, The statement now or have been prejuuueu,
oi
vise the regional reserve banks would says:
or restrained froia the exercise
be established, to consist of the eec- "Circuit Court .Titdws Sanborn, their lust rights to enter into contracts
retarv of the treasury, the secretary - HpttU., M1 jSii?itli me nt concerting of a fiiir and enitahIo natu , aeu
in
of agriculture and the comptroller jf j themselves, rtfeanling tW htile of Om-je- r
suca a comb ia.Uonv' utL.-- i
members; ti af racifie slock, as this phase of the fected .among. Baseball Itoaxiian- the currency as
prefour directors chosen by the banks ot situation was not mentioned ' in the throughout the country
the country and two directors ap-- tentative plan, but are confining clude competition and operate in re
pointed by the president oi tne Unit- their attention to the disposition of straint of trade.
ed States.
"This is sought," the resolution sets
the $126,030,000 of Southern Paciffic
(3) The elasticity of the currency stock which is now unlawfully held by forth, because, "tha most audacious
would be provided for by conditions
the Union Pacific Railroad company. and autocratic trust in the countiy is
calculated to prevent inflation. Any In this connection the suggestions the one which presumes to control the
notes issued would be redeemable in
have been submitted by the judges game of baseball; its officials announcacgold by providing a reserve for
to counsel of the Union Pacific and also ing daily through the press of tha
tual gold redemption.
to District Attorney Iloupt, of St. country the dictates of a governing
re(4) The extent to which the
stifPaul,
representing the government as commission; how .competition is
serves could be used has not been dearo
and
games
a guidance in future dissolution pro- led: how territory
termined, but one plan is in favor of
aro fixed
the
how
prices
apportioned;
permitting their use under a reason- ceedings:
"1. Any plan for disposing of the which millions must pay to witness
able tax.
enslaved and
$126,t;r0,000 of Southern Pacific stock the sport; how men are
(5) One of the plans suggested and
and term3
should
salaries
Union
Pacific,
the
accept
to
forced
which Representative Glass advocat- owned by
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from
playing,
amount
barred
of
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be
to
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have
regard
to
was
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ed in a recent speech
owned and of other act3 incident to traffick
stock
already
Pacific
Southern
currency,
the present
for pecuso that
ing in a national pastime
not at once, but over a period of 10 to by Union Pacific stockholders,
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sellings
gain."
involve
present
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15 years, which might
a body shall not, by the
Mr. Gallagher expressed a willing
funding of the two per cent bonds holders as
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this
court,
of
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interested in any
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re- rvoaaoA in the ooint of practical con
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without
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three per
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planned
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specific
lation privileges. As the
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March
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to
very
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would
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company,
Union Pnrilic
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paper of a qualified class
Smith wants to
take its place.
large cxter.l, the 23,000 individual petroit club. Senator
or
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has co- nonresentative
Gallagher
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the
HOUSE.
A
also included among
SUFFRAGETTES BURN
com"arson
responded with Horace Fogel, former
of the Southern Pacific
London, April 22. An
owner of the Philadelphia National
squad" of militant suffragttes early pany.
when
the
a
down
time,
at
in
It.
was intimated
"3.
league team.
burning
today succeeded
Fntret in a recent letter to the conHandsworth park boat house in a it was supposed that Union Pacific
Four large stocUholders did not hold more than gressman, sum ne coum yuv
Birmingham suburb.
to "lay the foundation Mr
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President
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many
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to
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the fact would still remain that
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material
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h!a 1913 contract.
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plans to fail.
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BILL

APPROPRIATION
,

sixty-secon-

pn-H-

tiOMf.

"TRUST"

bond-Becure- d
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THE BASEBALL

Pacific-Souther-

V.

te

volved.
Mr. Raker told the president that
if his course in appealing to the leg- islature proved futile, its influence
might be to cause the submission of
any law passed to a referendum. The
president Is said to be confident that
the people of California, if they had
an opportunity to vote on the measure, would not approve a law which
iVMhuunit, potnte.il out
the
li, violation ot tli treaty ahVu'-k-

FOR WORLDWIDE

Washington, April 22. Secretary
Bryan's preliminary plans for a
worldwide peace movement probably
the
will be laid informally before
senate foreign relations committee to
morrow. Mr. tiryan has been at work
for some time! upon a crystallization
of his ideas for international peace,
and it is understood that he is now
prepared to recommend a series of
worldwide treaties for the submission
of all disputes to arbitration and a
limitation upon armaments.

INVESTIGATE

est fires have been menacing settlers
in the southern part of the province
since Saturday.
To date the damage done by these
fires has reached many Thousands of
dollars. Some homesteaders have lost
all and others have had barns or
GALLAGHER!
Stock growers REPRESENTATIVE
dwellings destroyed.
face financial distress from the deA RESOLUTION
INTRODUCES
struction of grass.
FOR THAT PURPOSE

Washington, April 22. By an overwhelming vote the house today passed the sundry civil appropriation bill
with the provision to prevent the use
of funds appropriated to carry out the
t
law for the prosecution of
labor unions and farmers'
FOR
organizations. An attempt to
PROVIDED
ELASTICITY
strike out the two provisions, which
caused' former President Taft to veto
IS CAREFULLY
WHOLE SCHEME
the measure in the last days of the
WORKED OUT AND APPROVED
congress, was defeated
BY THE PRESIDENT.
by a vote of 47 to 198.

Brussels, April 22 The "political
strike" in Belgium, after keeping in'
dustry and commerce at a standstill
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
for 10 days, was today brought to a
conclusion favorable to the workmen,
nearly half a million of whom laid
Washington, April 22 Senate- Not
down their tools to enforce their de- in session; meets Thursday.
mand for equal suffrage.
Banking and currency committee
The leaders of the socialist trades met and was advised by Chairman
unions and their followers gained Owen of results of his conference
their chief point, which was to make with Preshleut Wilson on currency
the government take up for considera- reform.
tion a change of the Belgian parliaFinance committee decided to grant
hated
its
mentury franchise with
no oral healings on the tariff bill extern of plural votes for the wealthier
cept to senators on sugar and wool.
more educated classes.
and
House: Tariff bill reported by ways
.
(
At the last returns 993,070 men and means committee with extensive
TO TEST LAW.
possessed one vote, 395,806 two votes report recommending radical readjustAlbiioiiprnue. N. M.. April 22. Pro- ana 3 08,(583 three votes, so that sin- ment of entire fiscal policy.
. i
.. , . nt..n. nlnrcQ
i mi:... J
it e votes were always overwneimea.
Representative Gallagher introducand cluD rooma wiU be much inter- Jn
ed resolution for inquiry into alleged
eBted in tne outcome of an informs,
hag
a no i
"
baseball trust.
tion fUed in the district court today
victory for the strikers, ana me - Special committee began investigaIT.
M.
igil.,n
District
Attorney
by
whole movement has been noiaoie
assault upon Representative
charging Ike Singer, of the Singer for the energv and determination dl. tion of
a local financier.
Sims
and
by
with
operating
Cigar company,:
nlaved and for the excellent control
civil bill, containsundry
Passed
of
certain
chance,
a
game
conducting
shown by the men.
use of funds
,
,
,
to
prevent
ing provis'on
uov ,
nave
iu
prosecution of labor
appropriated
law, with;
Since the
the socialist leaders unions and farmery' organizations.
but
full
,
demands,
emergency c ause attached, passed
that the considera
Indian appropriation hill passed.
state legislature, the crepe has expiess confidence
ci- -"
u.
or
non
m
The house will open sessions at 12
machines in
been hung on the
etnK made equal to all.
noon, and hold night sessions,
have
o'clock,
Certain lawyers
Albuquerque.
Wednesday, to facilitate
law
the
(hat
beginning
the
opinion
expressed
NARROW ESCAPE
WILSON'S
debate.
tariff
if
brought
can be shot full of holes
a
Washington, April 22. President
Representative Vare introduced
to a test. The- filing of the Singer
condaughter,
under
his
and
I
Wilson
eronautics
youngest
bill to place
case today will probably mean that
were being congratulated to- trol ot the department of commerce.
the gambling machines will be out of Eleanor,
from accident
Representatives Harrison, llaiuey
business for good or that they will day on a narrow escape
Just
last
night.
whllo
auloiiioblling
and Moore appointed subcommittee
be permitted to opera. e nteflnltely.
m the presidents automobile turned to draft opium suppression legislation.
a corner at Peace Monument, near
Bill providing scheme of investigaBURGHER GETS APPOINTMENT.
lino
wan brought tion of till'V'-car
r
street
monopolies, combines
a
M.
liurKh-i1!.
the
22.
ettphol,
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and
resentatives
Kettner,
den
about
on
the
called
pres
Church,
appointments today, but Mr. Wilson
deferred that subject and immediately ,
took up the alien land situation.-..Htold his visitors that he had .no de
sire to seem to be in any way en- ,
. . ,.
;ut f
California to legislate as she pleased,
but that he felt it was his duty to call
the attention of the leaders in the
state to the International question in Raker

,,,,.,, ly

'

charged with swindling, through marriage, several women iu various
states.
The move was intended to defeat
the removal of Von Klein to Portland,
Ore., for trial on a charge of defrauding Ethel Newcomb of several thousand dollars in jewels after pretending to marry her. The effect of the
writ was to bring the entire case into
Judge Kersten's court.
The petition set up that Von Klein
is not a fugitive from justice and that
ne was not in the various states at
tne time the crimes charged against
him were committed.
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DESTRUCTIVE FOREST FIRES.
Moosejaw, Sask., April 22. Fanned
by a high wind which blew alternately from the south and southwest, for-

op

COMMITTEE

HE SWINDLED WOMEN.
Awrit of habChicago, April 22.
eas corpus, returnable immediately, GOVERNMENT AGREES TO CONwas issued today by Judge George
SIDER MATTER OF ABOLISHKersten in the case of E. C C. Von
ING PLURAL VOTES.
Klein, Minneapolis diamond broker,
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Class of People Has
More Competition
Than Liars

CITY EDtTION
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BILL
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THE POPE IS BETTER
Rome, April 22. The pope was
much less troubled by his cough today and he was also without fever.
As this was the sixth successive day
on which his temperature had not ris
en above normal, the physicians decided that they would shortly be able
to limit their visits to one daily.
The Obersvatore Romano tonight,
for the first time since the pope fell
COMMITTEE
BANKING
WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE- ill, appears without any news relating SENATE
CUROUTLINES
CHAIRMAN
MEN ACCEPT IT BY STRICT
to the pontiff's health. An attendant
PLAN.
REFORM
RENCY
out
the
at the Vatican, however, gave
PARTY VOTE
following bulletin:
"The pope's temperature is normal.
ACT He cannot yet be considered quite TO ACT AS FISCAL AGENTS
OPPOSES
PROGRESSIVE
convalescent, but is near that stage.
his strength, RESERVE
WILL
INSTITUTIONS
VICTOR MURDOCK LINES UP WITH He has not yet regained
but it is hoped that his strong consti
FUNDS
HANDLE
THE
OF
REPUBLICANS IN FIGHTING
tution will lead him soon to a com', ?
THE GOVERNMENT.
MEASURE
plete recovery."

TARIFF

Daily Maxim

(

TUESDAY, APRIL 22, 1913.

DAILY OPTIC,

is Defied

The leadeis of the maority party
in the senate declared President Wilson's telegram did not affect their
Intention to pass a law directed solely against aliens ineligible to local
citizenship. Senator Thomson said
the president evidently misunderstood the attitude of the California
legislature.
"President Wilson seems to think
we are going to pass a bill affecting
only the Japanese," said Thompson,
"and that is not the case. It will affect all aliens who are ineligible to
citizenship, and this means all perand Malaysian
sons of Mongolian
stock will be restricted.
"I do not understand how Washington gets the idea that we intend to
violate any of the treaty obligations
of the government. Every bill we
have considered seriously has a
clause stating that the treaty rights
of every foreigner are to be guaranteed under the alien land act."
Assemblyman W. F. Chandler, chairman of the ways and means committee of the lower house said:
Wilson is absolutely
"President
the state there
Throughout
right.
are large cumbers of Europeans, including Englishmen and Scotchmen,
who are getting rich from the state's
resources, but who refuse, nevertheless, to bear any of the burdens of
citizenship. They condemn the school
system and the laws. If such people
are not willing to become citizens
they should not stay here and enrich
themselves at the expense of others
who would become citizens."

LAW EXCLUDING JAPANESE WILL
HURT THE INTEGRITY OF
THE UNITED STATES.
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GOLF

for Constipation

DISCOUNTED 0!

Dose on Retiring and You
Ar Well and Happy by
Morning
It in only natural that the simplest
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Many a man who is ardently devot-

ed to his favorite sport rarely ever
ing influence in tie stock marKet is
has it occur to him how remarkable
the money situation. By this is meant
are
the processes incident to the pronot so much the lack of ordinary loanduction of the equipment he uses.
inroads
upon
ing facilities, as serious
Even the simple little ball in his golf
the available supply of capital. There
bag is only considered in its ability
is plenty of what is technically known
to respond smartly
to the stroke.
as money in the country, but the dethe
However,
is wonderfulball
golf
mands for both credit and capital have
made, and is the result of constant
ly
been extraordinary for several years.
study over a period of years.
In
This is a world
Previous to the advent of the rubbertarnation al trade has been running
-cored
ball, all makes, t the solid
upon an unprecedented scale. Induswere more or less unrespongutty
trial development haa progressed marsive, without life. While the old style
vellously in all parts of the world, and
balls were fairly true in flight, it rethe strain upon capital thus induced
quired considerable effort on the part
was seriously aggravated by the lossof an amateur to make an eighteen-hol- e
es and noui dings of the Balkan war.
circuit in less than 90, figures
We
turning capital, which
that nowadays would proclaim a man
conn
from savings only, from fluid
as scarcely graduated from the "dufforms with excessive rapid-ity- ;
fixed
into
fer" class. .
The elasticity and life of the modthe result being temporary scarUnited
ern ball are only brought about
city and high rates. In the
States the situation has been aggravthrough a multiplicity of processes,
ated by home conditions. Trade was
mysterious and complicated to the
cononlooker, and each one requiring utvary active, and there followed a
most precision In its execution.
siderable expansion of credit. The
There are twenty-twhome requirements for capital have
operations
necessary, exclusive of the preparabeen enormous. They have been held
tion of the raw material and inspecin restraint somewhat by recent high
warning
tions during manufacture before the
interest rates; the usual
our affairs, and is showing parti- rates would probably mean a more finished product is ready for the maragainst excess. It is well known that, cf
in our future. Tariff active and higher stock market. Con- ket.
many important issues are still pend- cular confidence
munirevision downward has not shaken for- tinued high rates might mean furthPreparing for Ball's Center.
ing for industrial, railroad and
confidence in the United States, er depression, but it should not be
high
These
eign
The first step In the manufacture
cipal or state purposes.'
there is an immense of the elusive
rates forced a readjustment of market but rather strengthened it. Opinion overlooked that
sphere is to prepare
of
reserve
free
low
capital in Europe tlje center, or core, which is either
du
the
seems somewhat divided as lo
values to new conditions, and the
will surely seek em hard or soft as
a
required. Some of
rates at which some of the new issues, ration of present high interest rates. which at price
in
American
enterprises with these cores are made of a bag conand There will be no difficulty in meeting ployment
notably St. Paul and Baltimore
pub- legitimate trade requirements during increasing freedom.
taining a solution of some sort. Once
Ohio, have been placed focussed
HEXRY CLEWS,
of the next few months, and comparathe center has been prepared, the
difficulties
lic attention upon the
unfirst
be
rates
wrapping of rubber bands is
may
expected
easy
tively
the sltutlon.
made by hand. Three times this opprocess til, crop demands begin. The banks
How far this readjusting
4 eration is repeated, and each time the
will so, it is somewhat premature to are just now scrutinizing loans with
CAPITAL
THE
FROM
NEWS
tension is increased. Then follow
s iy, but unless money becomes cheap- more care than usual, and the immetwo separate
machine wrappings,
er it is possible that bonds may sell diate tendency Is toward contraction.
each
a
time
with
finer thread. In the
moment
there
are
At
the
collections
slow,
Although
at still lower prices.
Santa Fe, X. M., April 22 Petition hand work the tension and amount
it looks as If some relief would come are no indications of any serious trade
for the amendment to the certificate of wrapper must be judged almost eninter on from Europe. The monetary reaction nothing more than a general
of
incorporation has been filed with tirely by feeling. In the machine)
situation there has eased consider- slowing down. The most important
the
corporation commission by J. H. automatic hands twirl the core
war. factor in the money market Is the
ably since the close of the Balkan
O'Keilly
company of Albuquerque, to around, winding thread accurately in
It
of
Eng- pressing demand for nfew capital.
The reduction of the Bank
name; of the Butts Incor every directien, Vikile at a certain
the
change
was an encouraging event, is 'often asserted that tie national exhind
company!
porated
point, the machine, which has been
and pointed the way toward easier travagance of the last tfew years has
Complying with the request of the going at a remarkable speed, stops.
availsums
that
also
the
nditionS. It is probable
materially lessened
corporation commission General Man- The core is now ready to become a
some relief will tome from the release able for new investments. This is
ager Fox, of the Santa Fe western ball in reality.
of European hoardings which accom- probably true, but It should be remem- lines has notified the commission that
Once the winding processes are
panied the war. Iu fact any serious bered that general business has been a- - depot will be built at Dona Ana,
the remainder of the opcompleted,
strain here should invite relief from very profitable, dividends have been seven miles north of Las Cruces and
erations
to finish the ball
necessary
Europe in a double form first in pro- well sustained, or increased, and the
are comparatively simple and entail
on
ve n ting excessive
interest rales
growth of industry has materially in Increased traffic created by the ship- - only particular work. The cover
this side, and, second, in developing creased the national income and sav- pers and fruit growers in that vicin-- j must now be considered. Two
halves
a better demand abroad for American
a
ings. So that it is doubtful if there ity justifies the improvement.
are moulded from
stock,
bonds and stocks is
securities.
To Get Ben Wyant.
any real scarcity in the supply of
selected. In one half the
carefully
are now selling at tempting rates .to
Application for a requisition has newly wound core is placed, with the
capital, and it is chiefly the insistthe conservative Investor. There is ency of new demands which enables been made and will be taken to Ne other half on
top, and the whole
do doubt that a very considerable per- its owner to command such high rates. braska to recover Ben Wyant and placed In a mould a trifle smaller
New Mexico. J. A. than the ball.
centage of such is now being quietly Aside from the
Hydraulic pressure is
pressure present and bring him back to
absorbed. Europe lias the advantage
will
the
Street
papers to that applied to the mould and the whole
carry
of new issues and the
prospective
over us in taking a long distance view!
state and seek to find his man who subjected to heat at the same time,
temporary slackening of trade, there
left the penitentiary here and Is said so that the two halves become thoris nothing to depress the stock marto be In Hall county, in that state.
oughly welded. The mould, incidentket. While the tariff
may impose
Be Installed.
to
Screens
Fish
to
ally, contains patterns of the "pimsome restraint and unsettlement
The state game warden has adopt- ples" or indentations so that in the
effect
its
certain lines of industry,
reverse-action- ,
ed the Johnson
mould the balls are given these feathas been pretty thoroughly discountHe has no- ures without extra effort.
screen.
fish
drum
will
ed in the stock market. Imports
tified deputies to get a list of all
The finishing touch is painting,
be temporarily checked, to be follow- ditch owners in the state where there
which Is done by daubing some paint
At Regular Intervals Says ed with a rush when the new rates are
are fish or where fish come down into on the palms of the hands and rolling
settled. General trade is less active, the ditches from
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegethe mountain the ball between the palms. The mabut the slowing down is not greater streams, and to give them notice that
table ComDound com
terial Is of a harmless vegetable, va
than might be expected or even desired they must install such screens, the riety. After this, there are the uspletely cured her.
after the present high rate of activity. state agent for these articles being ual stamping operations.
Adrian, Texas. "I take pleasure in Our foreign trade Is also declining. J. Frank Curtis, Wagon Mound, N. M.
There seems to be no end to the
adding my testimonial to the great list March exports were $lS,l)uO,0?0 below
makes of golf balls, for while there
- and hope that it will last year, chiefly owing lo the fall
Tha
are thousands who will use the kind
be of interest to suf- were
in cotton shipments.
Imports
of ball with which they first began
women.
For
fering
clearJoyful Sound to play, there are thousands of others
four years I suffered $2,000,000 below last year. Bank
are
also
railroad
earnings
untold agonies at ings and
The Wonderful Muic that Bunt Forth willing to experiment with every new
comparisons.
t regular intervals. making less favorable
article placed on Ue maiket. The
When the Stork Arrives.
buch pains and The most encouraging feature at this
of some balls are
funny, little, brusxy cry that echoes gearing qualities
cramps.severe chills time is the crop outlook. The condi thenmt
arrival of the new buby is perlu;is tlm distinctly better than others, while
andsicknessat stomknown
there are instances of where a ball
ach, then finally hem tion of winter wheat is already
that will wear well will not travel so
orrhages until I to be excellent, and much ahead of
'vould be
a year ago. Conditions of soil, rain
far. Some will show signs of wear
nearly
I
:
CLk2U blind. I had
five
tear quicker than others, and
and
satisare
also exceedingly
f'.octors and none of them could do more fall, etc.,
some are easily cut if a stroke hapthan relieve me for a time.
factory throughout almost the entire
" I saw your advertisement in a pa- country. Should 'the country be favpens to be topped. Thus the player
has more or less experimenting to do
's
per and decided to try Lydia E.
of large
ored with another season
to suit h's
I took
Vegetable Compound.
it will more than offset all the roost cherished remembranci) of our lives. before he can get a ball
seven boxes of it and used two bottles crops,
And thoiiHiinilH ul happy mother owe their requirements.
The
golf ball
average
The political
fii the Sanative Wash, und I am com- - present disadvantages.
lo lieultli and strentjth to
there are
75 cents,
costs
In un external
KrlHUl.
Jlmlier'n
Thin
although
be
to
seems
situation
at
the moment
y cured of my trouble. Whrm I
that Ik applied to the HhilemliiHl mus- thousands sold
regularly at 25 cents
Hit the tennlon, prevents
!' ;:) taking the Compound I only taking on less disturbing features. cled. It relieved
and pain, enahleM the unirteled
while
others
less,
Ko as high as $1.
v V"!u'l ninety-si- x
and
now
I Tha new administration, while inevit- to expand Kwitly, and, when baby eomex,
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SPRING STYLES

a

IN WOMEN'S

Pumps and Oxfords

good-nature- d

HAKE

of ailments should be the most general, and so we have a whole nation
suffering from constipation and indigestion, for they are closely allied.
But common as constipation is many
people do not seem to know they
have it. They will complain of head- ache, drowsiness or biliousness, all
--unconscious of the cause of the trou- i.
ble.
You should have a. full and free
movement at least once ' a day. If
MR. A. B. DANNER
you pass a day you are constipated,
and the result will be that you will obtained at any drug store for fifty
catch a cold easily or have a more cents or one dollar, the latter size
serious ailment. To cure the consti- being bought by families already fapation and forestall still graver trou- miliar witb itb merits.
ble take a dose of Dr, Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin is mild- - pleasant-tas- t
Mothers give it
before
at
retiring ing and
night
Syrup Pepsin
and by morning relief will come, witn-ou- t to tiny infants, and yet it is effective
disturbance from sleep pr any In- in grownups. It is for everyone who
suffers from any form of stomach,
convenience.
Legjons of people use it regularly liver or bowel trouble, constipation,
in such emergencies, some of them dyspepsia, biliousness, etc. Its ac
formerly chronic invalids who have tion will so delight you that you will
suffered from constipation all their forever avoid harsh catharitcs, purga
lives. Mr. A. B. Danner, 32G Riley tives, pills and salts.
If no member of your family has
St., Harrisburg, Pa., says: "Dr. CalJ.
well's Syrup Pepsin gave me almost ever used Syrup Pepsin and you
instant relief from stomach and bowel would like to make a personal trial
trouble. I now eat anything I want of it before buying it in the regular
and sleep well." Many others will way of a druggist, send your address
a postal will do to Dr. W. B. Cald
tell you that they have tried most
417 Washington St., Monticello,
this
recommended
well,
purpose
for
things
but have found Syrup Pepsin the only 111., and a free sample bottle will be
one always reliable. A bottle can be mailed you.

Scotch professional
was,
playing
against a pair of amateurs, all 'ising
the
ball.
The amateurs were being badly beaten, and in the search for some excuse
declared that the professional must
be using more new balls than they
were. The professional in a
way readily consented to play
with old balls. The first one he used
had been discarded as useless. It
looked as if the former user had been
in the habit of topping his shots
for the ball was grooved
in all directions.
To the amusement of the amateurs,
the professional's drives seemed to
become extended rather than shortened, while his Iron shots went farther and truer. In the end, the professional won from the amateurs far
more decisively than when' he had
used the new balls.
Being a man given to thinking
things out for himself, he began to
seek a reason for his performance,
and came to the conclusion that the
indentations
had something to do
with it. Accordingly, he set about to
experiment, and made a mould with
corrugations so that the ball would
"grip the air" in its flight, and remain
in flight longer, this permitting the
effect of the propelling force to last
longer and' gain distance thereby.
Manufacturers employ a great variety of machines to test the flights
of balls, and the result is carefully
recorded for future reference. Record
is made of the result of driving
against the wind, with the wind, and
into and against quartering winds,
while the influence of slice and pull
are also recorded as well as topped
shots.
Philadelphia golfers go into the
handicapping; of the players in that
district in far more minute fashion
than their compatriots in the metropolitan district, for something like
950 Philadelphians are rated in the
association list this year, as compared with 536 in New York. However, over tnere the ratings run to
18, while here the listings end with
the Inclusion of 9. Attempt was made
this year to so rate the Philadelphia
players that the result would be an
accurate comparison with the handicapping of the Metropolitan Golf asso.
elation, with the results that many a
man has been differently classified.
Harold B. McFarland of Huntingdon Valley; Howard W. Perrln of
Merion, and William P. Smith of the
Philadelphia Country club, are classed
as four men in the list of the United
States Golf association. George A.
Crump of the Philadelphia Country
club, is rated five in the national list.
Quaker City handicappers, however,
place these four men in different relative positions. McFarland is placed
at two, a rating that contains no
names in New York, while Perrln is
given three, which corresponds to the
classification of Eben M. Byers, Find-laS. Douglas and W. K. Whigham.
In the Philadelphia four division,
such Philadelphians as Smith, C. B.
Buxton, Dr. Simon carr, Crump, R.
E. Hanson, F. W. Kemble, W. G. Pfiel
and W. L. Thompson are placed, corresponding to such New Yorkers as
Max Behr, A. F. Kammer, Hamilton
K. Kerr, Archie Reid, Gardiner White
or H. J. Topping, it, is interesting to
note, however, that while W. G.
Pfeii, of Yountakah, and also a member of Huntingdon Valley, Is rated at
four over there, his classification
here is six. R. E. Griscom is a six
man In both lists. Pfeil has a five
rating In the national and Griscom
six. There are 29 Philadelphians in
the roster of the U. S. G. A., as compared with 36 a year ago.
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GIRL SUFFERED

TERRIBLY

y

We are showing a beautiful
line of the new season's styles
in low, shoes, including all the
popular lasts and leathers.

White Nubuck is an extreme
favorite, while the 7 button
is
Brown Nubuck Oxford very attractive and much in demand.
Gunmetal, Patent Leather, Dull Kid, Ooze, Satin and Silk
are also included in the line.

$2.50 to $4.BO

LIFE'S WALK

"MAKES

MUM

EASY"

MAM

STYLE, COMFORT AND DUALITY
are combined to the greatest possible degree in "Crossett" shoes for men.
They are designed for particular men and possess all the style that's possible to men's shoes. And their quality is unequaled. Prices

$4.50 to $G.OO
4

FOR BOYS
FOR GIRLS
THE GUARANTEED SHOE
These popular shoes possess all the style
and comfort that is possible to children's
shoes. And the quality is such that every
pair is GUARANTEED to give SATISFACTORY SERVICE.

The variety of the styles is large enough
that every demand can be met with a satisfactory style.

75c to $3.25

&.$o$wwtiM6 Son
Established

1862

SoutKSidaHaja.

Eastern trade golfers have selected

Cured of Chronic Constipation
"For twenty-onyears I suffered
with chronic constipation," says C.
W. Robinson, of Cordova, S. C. "In
May, 1908, it had assumed a more serious form, resulting in indigestion,
piles and neurasthenia. Life seemed
a burden to me. Two famous physicians and one specialist with all their
drastic drugs failed to help me. A
friend advised me to give Chamberlain's Tablets a trial, which I did, and
am pleased to say two bottles of them
cured me." For sale by all dealers.

May 15 as the date for their first
tournament. It is probable that the
course of the Trenton Country ciub
will be the scene of the competition,

e

although this has not been definitely
settled. The Western Trade Golf association has challenged its eastern
rival to a team match, which will 'je
decided over a neutral course. As
most of the members of both organizations will attend a convention of
the National ' Association of Master
Steam Fitters in Niagara Falls on
June 25, the links of the Buffalo
Country club undoubtedly will be
chosen for the match There has been
no contest of this kind for several
years. New York Post.

ARE COLDS CATCHING?

It is claimed that most colds are
catching as measles and that one
should avoid the association of anyone who has a cold. Never permit
anyone who has a cold to kiss your
child. Avoid crowded ara and poorly ventilated sleeping rooms. Then
when you take a cold get rid of it as
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
quickly as possible.
Chamberlain's
Take LAXATIVE
BROMO Quinine Cough Remedy used as directed will
Tablets. Druggists refund money If it enable you to throw it off quickly and
That preparation
alfails to cure.
E. W. GROVE'S sig- permanently.
ways cures and is pleasant and safa
nature is on each box. 25c.
to take. For sale by all dealers.
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makes delicious doughnuts

GREAT

WITH

OF . BOTH NATIONS
SALVATION
LIES IN AN ALLIANCE, SAYS
GRIERSON

Francis Grierson, the essayist, philosophical optimist, and critic, whom
Maurice Maeterlinck has called his
"fraternal spirit," and whose limpid
style recalls Walter pater, has just
brought out another volume of his
illuminating discussions. The book
takes its title from the leading essay,
"The Invincible Alliance," and Its
principal sugestion is contained in
the following rather startling sentences:
The destiny of America is wrapped
Tip in that of England. On the day
that England sinks to a second class
power in Europe. European coalition
will .develop which will have for its
prime object the partition of Mexico,
Central America and the states of
South America.
On the day England drops into a
second rate power, America's trouble
w ill begin.

At first blush Americans will be
inclined to shake their heads at this
conclusion, and even to resent it a
little. But on second thought it is
cause for most serious reflection.
The Old Order Has Changed
Somehow a weak, second rate Eng-- .
land has not seemed a possibility.
But in the evolution of empires all
things are possible. The terrible race
for dreadnoughts and world markets
cannot keep up forever. A realignment in Europe is not only possible,
but necessary. How will it affect
us?
Vast changes have come over the
face of the arth in the last century.
Man has made the oceans, the continents and the air his servants, and
the isolations of former ages such as
ours are now impossible.
The great movements of the next
century will be ethnic, not national.
This ethnic restlessness is evident to
any traveler who comes into contact
with the actualities of the country
he visits.
. Take Germany, the tight little country, growing at the rate of nearly a
million a year, with no place to
spread. Wherever I went among these
new business men, i was everywhere
asked: When will your country annex Mexico, Central America and
Brazil? Thus unconsciously was I
reminded of an ethnic ambition dictated by national necessity.
The Turkish War is only an ethnic
outburst; the Slav has decreed that
the Moslem must go.
But Mr. Grierson asserts that the
menace from the Orient is even greater than the threat of Europe. While
Europe, unchecked by England, is
busy apportioning Mexico and South
America, Japan and China are spreadsea
ing to the isles of the western
and threatening our western coast
Dangers to Us and to England.
In the grip of this, world encircling
, vise, eager Europe from the Atlantic,
Asia
patient, grim,
from the Pacific, America's destiny
will be brief. However, this pessim
j

;
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Cottolene makes delicious
doughnuts free, from sogginess,
grease and indigestion. The reason is that Cottolene contains
vegetable oil not animal fats-h- eats

to a much higher degree
than butter or lard, fries so
quickly that it forms a crisp, dry
crust over the dough and prevents
the absorbing of the fat
Cottolene is decidedly better
than butter or lard for all short
ening and frying. It is healthier,
it is quicker, it is more economical.
Cottolene costs no more than
s
of a
lard; you use but
Cottoof
pound
lene to do the
work of a full
pound of butter
or lard.
two-third-

Cottolene is never
sold in bulk always in
tin pails, which protect it from dirt,
dust and odors. It
is always uniform
and dependable.
air-tig- ht

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY

ism is suggested to us only to emphasize the necessity of union between the English-speakinnations,
not merely a treaty bound union of
amity and friendship, but a "coalition
of material aims and interests," an
solidarity."
Mr. Grierson then shows England's
necessity in regard to such a coalition?
The danger menacing England is
ot military. The old Roman question
of feeding the populace is revived
once more. We are an island, and in
our dreams of eternal prosperity,
dreams which have lasted ever since
the destruction of the Spanish Armada, we have been hypnotized into
a condition of universal languor and
indifference. We are
like men clutching at phantoms .while
avoiding realities.
Here you have the twin necessities,
"the menace of famine on the one
hanl an dthe menace of the yellow
races on the other. America can never
hope to grapple with the yellow peril
single handed; England can never
hope to avoid starvation without a.
biding political agreement with the
great republic."
In the face of this danger Mr. Grierson makes short work of the union
of defense that just now is being
mothered by the kingdom to bring its
great colonies, notably Australia, New
Zealand, and Canada, into closer relations with the motherland. Not an
intercolonial empire, but an international
empire, is
and
needed to save
civof
in
the
for
stands
history
all it
ilization from the fate that an industrialized Europe and a reawakened
Orient will visit upon it.
Ordinarily, when sentiments so
bold and so seemingly remote in application are uttered by a writer,
Americans pay little attention to
them. But the quality of the speaker
is the measure of the worth of his
words.
In America Mr. Grierson, is not as
as in England and
widely known
France. And this in spite of the fact
that he is an American citizen, an
American in spirit and genuinely
American in sympathy.
What Mr. Grierson says of
relations is of unusual Interest. He speaks not only as an
American, but as a cosmopolitan; not
only has he lived in England at.d
America, he knows France, Germany,
Italy, and Russia intimately, and his
strange pilgrimages have made him
familiar with the Orient and the
great islands of the South Pacific.
g
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RACE
REPORT THAT MISS PRESCOTT
WILL PARTICIPATE
IN INDIANAPOLIS DENIED

Indianapolis, Ind., April . 22. That
Miss Vivian Prescott, of Philadelphia,
or any other woman for that matter,
will drive a car in the third annual
500 mile race at the Indianapolis
Motor Speedway, May 30, is a rumor
which is absolutely without foundation. It is utterly untrue that Miss
Prescott has received permission from
the Speedway management to enter
the race, and there is absolutely no
chance that such permission will be
given. A story which has been current in the daily newspapers of the
country to the effect that such permission has been given is denied
most emphatically by the Speedway
management, it being declared that
such permission was not even asked
by the woman who is alleged to have
received it.
"The story is too silly for us to
take seriously," says Charles W.
Sedwick, manager of the Speedway.
'In the first place the races staged
at our track are run in accordance
with, the rules of the American Auto
mobile Association, and this body will
not recognize a woman driver. In the
second place the rules of the Indian
apolis Motor Speedway make it impossible for a woman to be present
on the track at any time, even in a
touring car. While there is no denying the fact that the presence of a
woman as the pilot of a big racing car
would furnish novelty enough, we will
adhere rigidly to the policy laid down
by the A. A. A. and our own rules,
and only licensed drivers will ever
be permitted to drive on the track."
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Water Supply Saves
Human Lives
No more convincing proof of the
value in terms of human life of a
pure water supply could be found
than the charts reproduced in the
May number of Popular Mechanics
Magazine that indicate the falling off
in the typhoid death rate In many
cities after purifying methods were
applied to the water furnished their
citizens. The charts accompany the
second of a series of articles by Dr.
Allan McLaughlin, who is one of the
foremost authorities on this subject.
Speaking of the sources of public
water supply, Dr. McLaughlin says:
"All water comes from the atmosphere by condensation or precipitation in the form of rain or snow, fog
or dew. This water falling upon the
earth becomes the source of our supplies. Groun,i water is water which
has passed through the natural filter
of the earth's surface, and is made
available for our use by wells or
springs. Surface water is the water
In ponds, lakes and streams, and
while It receives some ground water
from springs it also receives the runoff from the watershed, following
rains and thaws. Although the rain
or melted snow In washing the earth's
surface may become contaminated
with the germs of disease, the weak
er species of these, whose normal hab
itat is the human intestine, in passing
How a Pure

An.slo-Americ-

FOR

fim Alliance Based on Ideals

Through discusions of our destiny
in politics, business and society, in
which the various American types
are represented, Mr. Grierson develops the idea of our entrance upon a
new era. Likewise, he reviews British life. He discovers a new optimism. Beyond being an age of appUed
sciences, this new era will be immortalized by a new spiritual element
which will grow out of science and
in time come to dominate the material. Along with this spiritual Tena's
sance will come the unity of the
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FRIEND'S
GOOD ADVICE

Hie Results Made This Newburg
Lady Glad She Followed

Suggestion.
Newburg, Ala. "For more than t
year," writes Myrtle Cothrum, of this
place, "I suffered with terrible pains In
my back and head. 1 had a sallow
complexion, and my face was covered
with pimples. Our family doctor only
gave me temporary relief.
A friend of mine advised me to try
Cardui, bo I began taking It, at once,
and with the best results, for I was
cured after taking two bottles.
My
mother and my aunt have also used
Cardui and were greatly benefited.

I shall always pralso Cardui to Biclt
and suffering women."
Cardui is a purely vegetable, perfectly
harmless, tonic remedy for woYork
New
people.
men, and will benefit young and old.
Times.
IU Ingredients are mild tierbs, baring a gentle, tonic effect, on the womanly constitution.
no case o.i record of a
There
Cardui bag helped a million women
coukIi, told or la grippe developing
lack to health and strength.
Into Ijfuii'ijStis, pneumonia or con
liuve you tried It? If cot, pleas
Honey end Tar do. It u,zy be J'iKt what yuu uttd.
iuii,i,U,n af(r Vo'-y- '
'lumooimd has been takn. The i
merican
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Bathe Without Ceasing in Hot
Weather
"
In the "Health and
in the May American
department
Dr. Woods Hutchinson
Magazine,
writes:
"Baths ever are healthful unless we
mistakenly attempt to render the
whole surface of the body free from
This has always proved a
germs.
because it was imposfirst
failure,
sible to reach the germs, which shelter in the mouths and tubes of the
sweat glands and hair follicles. No
matter how we scrub and steam we
cannot make ourselves aseptic. Second, Buch violent steamings and scrub-bing- s
result in leaving the skin dry
and harsh, so that it cracks open
addiwhen stretched and furnishes
tional refuge for both dirt and
germs. Keep the skin healthy and it
will protect itself against genna, even
those which have become lodged in its
'pores.' Surgeons found out long ago
that it was undesirable to try to keep
their hands too ideally clean, in the
sense of incessant scrubbings ' and
soakings followed by plunging into
strong gerpiicides and antiseptics,
lor this produced a permanently rough
chapped and fissured condition of the
hands, and unless they wore aseptic
gloves constantly the result was the
accumulation of a double crop of dirt
and casual germs which finally it
became almost impossible to scrub
out in preparing the hands for operations.
"In hot weather a great advantage
of bathing is to assist the body to rid
itself of its surplus heat. All of the
vital processes of the body are attend
in the form of
ed by friction-wast- e
heat, which in cool or temperate
weather is got rid of by the united
work of the blood vessels and sweat
fpllicles all over the surface of the
body, retaining only as much as is
needed to keep up a healthy degree
of bodily warmth. In the summer time
whenever the temperature of the air
approaches that of the blood, and es
pecially when it rises above it, the
process of getting rid of the surplus
heat is seriously interfered with. The
body is wonderfully Ingenious in meeting emergencies and for the most part
can meet this by pouring out large
amounts of watery perspiration all
over the skin which evaporates and
thus cools off the body. Iut this normal safety valve will be very greatly
a dfd by plunging the body Into cool
water at least once or twice ayid in
very sultry weather, three or four
times a day. One immersion may resist in keeping the body, as it were.
on vcn keel for several houn afterward. No one need hesitate to batbe
li cool wa'er as many tl uos a day
as will give a feeling of comfort and
exhilaration. In sea bathing, however,
as the temperature 'of the water is
far below that of the body, once a
day is usually enough, limited to such
a period as will not be followed by
anv sense oi cnuuness or aepressiuu.
"Bathe without ceasing in hot
weather but always with discretion."
Horse-Power-
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THE FAIR?
PRESIDENT COLLIER SENDS OUT
INFORMATION REGARDING
GRADING RULES

)

San Diego, Calif., April 22. "How
many babies in New Mexico can qualify under the rules adopted for the
"Better Babies" exhibit at the San
Diego Expositon?"
Another question is "How many
mothers and fathers will lie willing
to have their babies judged by the

&2r.
ten's ISjlcr
The
answered

)

..

below are
questions
general in character. The symptoms
or diseases are given and the answers will apply to any case of sin:
iiar nature.
Those wishing further advice free,
may address Dr. Lewir Baker, ColSts., Daylege Bldg., Collego-Elwoo- d
ton, 0.
enclosing
stamped envelope for reply. Full
name and address must be given, but
only Initials or fictitious name w"l
be used in my answers. The prescriptions can be fil'ied ft any
drug store. Any druggist
can order of dealer.

-

d

same standards applied to prize aniI 6hall very gladly reAnswer:
"Al" writes: "I should like a gooi
mals with the single purpose of
for the hair and peat the tonic and am sure that ft
treatment
reliable
adopting some system that will proas it has many other
scalp. Something that will cure dan- will help you,
duce .better babies?"
as you do. Get at
suffer
who
cure
also
girls
druff and stop falliing hair,
Eugenics has been a popular fad
store the followdrug
any
an
scalp."
Itching
but in the end the term means simply
of hypophos-phite- s
Syrup
ingredients:
Answer: The most reliable treat- ing
e
"Better Babies" and this is the result
5 ozs, tincture
comp.
4
oz.
in
sold
ment for the scalp is
oz.
1
sought by the proposed exhibit about
cardanion).
(not
comp.
store and is called
which President D. C. Collier of the jars at any drug
to Mix and shake well before usinj.
is
It
superior
minyol.
plain
yellow
San Diego Exposition and Mrs. Gershould be taken regularly and la
known for the scalp. It gives This
trude B. Lane of New York, are in anything
weeks you will have a good
a
few
new vigor and helps the hair to keep
correspondence. Mrs. Lane proposes its natural color. This will positively appetite and be well anl stroug.
to hold a "Better Babies" contest, and
cure your danduff and stop the itchis holding them, in every state in the
Miserable asks: "I was miserable
ing of the scalp.
union. The San Diego exposition has
all
through the summer last year on
asked her to exhibit the results ot
M." writes: "I am quite tall account of being too fat. Can you
"Harry
these contests at San Diego, or to and do not weigh enough for my
please help me to reduce with someoutline a plan whereby the exhibit
and'
my
Am
nervous,
very
thing harmless?"
height.
can be made.
skin is very pale."
Answer: Hundreds of people who
adopted
Following is the score-carYou can readily Increase are too fat suffer. It is needless Buf
Answer:
and in use which may be used at the your
weight by taking three grain
fering. The discovery of the prin
San Diego Exposition:
for sev- ciples contained in Sgrain arbolene
tablets
regularly
Body Height and weight 12; cir- eral months. These tablets will also tablets makes It comparatively easy
cumference of chest and abdomen 8; nvprnnTTtp nprvniiSTiftSS. heln digestion for
any one to reduce from 10 to 15
symmetry and quality of skin and fat'
flRBimilation
thua imDrove tne pounds. These excellent tablets are
9; quality of muscle band grasp, ris color of the skin.
Many report gain put up in sealed tubes with direction
ing, sitting poise, walking, running ing 10 to 30 pounds with improved for self- - administration
6; bones of skull, spine, chest, limbs health in every way after a thorough
and feet 6.
course of treatment , The tablets are
"Guendaline" writes. "Gindly tell
Head circumference 7; shape of packed in sealed cartons with direcme
what to do. I suffer with liver,
of
eyes 4; shape, size and position
tions and are widely prescribed for
and stomach trouble. Am conkidney
of
3;
size
shape
and
ears 3; Bhape
lips
your ailment.
stipated and have slight attacks of
and size of forehead 4; shape and
biliousness."
condiand
"Poor Ann" writes: "Every '"inpatency of nose 5; shape
Answer: For your stomach, livor
tion of jaw, hard palate, tonsils 5; ter I am troubled with slight attacks
size and condition of teeth 5.
of rheumatism. I have tried many and kidneys take three grain
tablets, (not sulphur). These
Psychological disposition 5; ener- things but with no avail."
are packed in sealed
little
tablets
10;
ocular
and
expression
facial
gy 5;
Answer: The best thing for rheu
tubes and contain full directions for
attention 3.
follow
made
matism Is
by mixing the
President Collier may decide to of- ing ingredients and taking a teaspoon- - using. They will purifj Ui9 blood
kidfer a big prize for the best baby less ful at meal times and again at bed and act directly on the liver and
w21
and
if
taken
neys
graduregularly
than three years old exhibited at the time. Iodide of potassium, 2 drams;
ally effect a cure. I have found these
exposition during the year 1915, and sodium salicylate, 4 drams; wine of
to be the most reliable for all ailessence
is awaiting Mrs. Lane's suggestions colchicum,
ounce; icomp.
ments that arise from chronic conwith a deal of interest.
cardiol, 1 oz.; comp. fluid balmwort,
stipation.
5
1 oz., and syrnp sarsaparilla comp.
cado-men-

d

...

buI-pher-

ozs.
BOTTLE

SOLVES

MYSTERY

"Mrs. A. C." writes:
"My little
daughter has a very bad cold and
cough which we do not seem able to
even relieve. 'WTiat shall I do?"
Answer: Purchase a 2 oz. bottle
and make
of essence mentho-laxen- e
a syrup according to directions given
and your daughter will be cured with,
in a few days. This is very pleasant
to take and will drive the cold out
of the system.

message in a bottle, picked up

A

on the Kentish coast of England, has
disclosed one of the most bewildering

mysteries of the sea in recent years,
Nine years ago, while en route to her
home port, after loading a cargo of
lumber in Mobile, the London steam
er Nutfield disappeared as compleJ
ly as though the sea had opened its
jaws' and swallowed her.
The Nutfield, which carried 2,000
tons, and had a crew of 25, under the
"Jane M." writes: "Kindly publish
command of Captain Tackell, sailed a remedy for dyspepsia. I feel irritfrom Mobile with a cargo of timber able and cross and cannot sliep
on December 3, 1904, bound for Tyne, which I am sure is due to the stoin- and she was to have called at Havre ach tr0UDie. please advise.
on the passage. After the steamer
Answer: The following simple
left Norfolk, Va., where She called
will cure all jour stomach
for coal, nothing had been seen or
and if your fod digests your
heard of her. On board the vessel whole system will be in a bettor conwere two Shields men a donkeyman dition. Get at any
drus
named William Howard, and a fire- store tablets triops;it!ne. These are
man named George Slater; and Mrs. packed In sealed cartons with full
Howard, the former's widow, of New- directions. They are pink, white and
castle, England, received a letter by blue tablets to be tai:n mjriiin.i,
pest containing a communication, ap- noon and night.
parently written by ber late husband
"Sarah" writes: "Will you please
and his friend Slater, Just before the
vessel foundered. Mrs. Howard for repeat the formula for the tonic which
to "Helen" some time ago?
merly lived in Hardwick street, South you gave
am
I
in
nervous,
lives
sleepless, and have no
at
she
but
present
Shields,
whatever.'
Raglan street, at which address the appetite
letter found her.
The letter in which the message Thames, by myself on February 21,
, i,
inrlnsert is is!lP13- - It was sealed in a alass bottle.
f
.0i,,,,rt
follows:
The Compasses, Cliffe, near Roches-- ;

,u" .laiiuiiv.GEORGE

j
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JOHNSON,

There were two notes In the bottle.
and
1913.
written
by William, Howard
Kent. February 25,
Dear Madam It this reaches the 'George Slater, and Mrs. Howard
hus-forperson concerned, please let me in-- ! states that she can identify her
letie'.
first
The
band's
at
handwriting.
was
picked up
you that it
Cliffe, on the Kent shore of the river is as iouows:
.
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"Wife" Incontinence or be&wettlng
in children is usually cured' ly using;
the following in 10 to 15 drop doses
in water one hour beforo meals:
Tincture cubebs 1 dram; tincture
rhus aromatic 2 drams; comp. fluid
balmwort, 1 oz. Mix well.
a
"A. R. T." writes:
"I am a constant shufferer of catarrh. It has affected my throat and nostrils to a
great extent It gives me headache

and affects my eyes.

!02i0fs Use Mils for Eczema
of Health, Prescription f,)r eczema and absolutely
Ir. Evans.
be-- 1
guarantee that it wiii taKe away tiie
nays: "There is almost no relation
tween skin diseases and the bloml." The itch the instant you apply it.
skin.!
the
cured
be
must
Fkin
through
If yon are uufTerine' from sny form of
The germs must be washed out, and soj
Fkin trouble we would Uite to have you
worthfound
been
salves have lonij
come to our store, lor we have had the
advanced rhyaicbins rt jiijticy of this reiijedy for po iiiiinv
)es. The mom
tiiis, id yet-rthis country are now agreed on nu-that we can teU you all about
wreeri. JiIj.D. i'reiwript ion find bow It can ;
tile i; e.:rii'UjH a w;H oi t'l
thymol and otber iiiifulients for dwiB wzftna. In fact, weare'f pure of x:i: t
This
l
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Answer: Use antiseptic Vilane
powder according to the directions
given and you will soon be cured of
catarrh. I receive hundreds of letters
daily from grateful people who have
been cured. Purchase a
package of Vilane powder and take
one-hateaspoonful of the powder
and one pint of warm water and snurf
the water from the palm of the hand
into the nestriis several times daily
When the nostrils are thoroughly
cleansed apply the following catarrh
balm.
Mix a teaspoonful of Vilane
powder with one ounce of vaseline or
lard and apply to the nostrils as far
up as possible. Do this several times
a day and your trouble will soon vanish. It is well to i.se it occasionally
to prevent a recurrence
two-ounc- a

lf

December 16, 1304, S. S. Nutfield.
W. Howard, 5 Hardwick street.
South Shields, England.
Dear Wife and Children At tl3
time of my writing this I am goin.T to
my doom. I hope you will look after
the children and that Willie is a sood
lad to you. Let my father and mother
know. Best love to all.
W. HOWARD.
Below the name are a number
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The word "left" is written on tie
sheet, and sft'T a h'.auk ej.i' e
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"To whoever may pick this up.
Tlease make it known that our ship
is doomed.
We have a very heavy
di ckioad on, and are looking to e?ery
roonwnt to be our Jast. Good by to a!!.
(Signed I J. Slater, iflth December.
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crosses.
The second message reads as
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What would

you recommend?"
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No matter how long you suffered,
or what other remedies have failed to
cure, Foley Kidney Pills will surely
belp' you. They are genuinely tonic,
strengthening and curative, build up
the kidney and rettore their regular
action. J"'10 Vi '!.
Foster, Calif.,
say,: "I etiHerfed many yufcrs with
t re
t.iduiw trouble and could
YMuuf PiiU
until I tri4
;,--
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TkePoCTOR"

BABY
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mat-urall- y

DRIVE IN THE
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through the upper layers of the soil
meet the soil bacteria and in the
fierce battle for existence soon succumb to their hardier brethren. Therefore ground water is in reality
filtered and purified, for this
reason, in general it is a safer source
of supply than surface water.
"There are certain very important
qualifications to this general statement. Ground water from limestone
formations or when drawn from shallow wells where soil pollution is intense may be dangerous.
On the
other hand, surface water, though
subject to contamination from sewage and the washings of the land surfaces following rains and thaws, may
be safe on an uninhabited or sparsely
inhabited watershed, especially if
prolonged storage in natural reservoirs is provided."
"Surface water as a source of public water supplies may be divided
into impounding reservoirs, ponds and
small lakes, great lakes, and rivers.
In contrast with ground-wate- r
supplies, surface-wate- r
supplies generally
furnish abundance of water but are
usually contaminated. The upper layer of soil with which surface water
is in contact is rich in bacterja, and
a part at least of the sewage and
wastes from inhabitants of the water,
shed also finds its way into the
streams. The degree of pollution will
depend upon the population on the
watershed. The ideal watershed is
uninhabited and heavily forested.
Such a watershed Is rarely available
in this country."
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SOCIOLOGICAL. CONGRESS
THAW'S SISTER A BRIDE.
TO NAME COADJUTOR B'.SHOP
Birmingham, AU., April 51. The
Pittsburg, Pa, April 22. Mrs. CopKingston, tot-- , April Zl. Repre
ley Thaw, whose marriage to Geof Alabama Sociological congress assem- sentatives oil the clergy and laity cf
ESTAEL!SHD 1ITI
tbr?e the Anglican church in Ontario met j
frey G. V.hitaey of Boston took place bled in this city tods? for
at Cumberland Island, Ga, is days' session. The program provides at the Synod hall in this ctf todsy to '
today
'
PubltMd By
the daughter of Mrs. William Thaw for the discussion ot ft wide range select a cdiijutor to assisj - Sithop
THE OPTIC PUEUSHSN3 CO.
of this city and a sister of Harry K. of subjects, including mine
rescue Mills, whose health recently has leen
Raleigh, N. C, has adopted the Thaw. In 1&03 she was married to work, woman
(Incorporated)
child labor, com- such as to make it advisable to ap-- ;
and
commission plaa cf government
the Earl of Yarmouth, from whom
in adminis- - j
Tucker has with- she was divorced five years later. munity hospital?, Jnstitational jelief point a man to assist tim
gtCt-VgHarry
homes
for
mortalEDITOR
infant
diocese.
the
affairs
of
PADGETT
the
incurables,
hi.
tering
drawn from the Virginia gubernator- The wedding took place in this city
ity, juvenile delinquency and matters
in.
ial Tace.
some
stirring
and was marked by
relating to health, sanitation and re
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Oregon has Its first woman mayor, cidents. Among these was the fact
Miss Julia C. Lalhrop, diincreation.
flu"
New York,
April 22. Some
Mies .fjtpra, Munson of the town of that after the bridal party had gath-- i
of
the
rector
J.
F.
toChildren's
bureau,
resulted
crease
in
outside
business
Warren ton.
ered in the magnificent Calvary Epis Hayes, vice
of the United day from the recuperative powerB dispresident
of
S P.:
Bayltrr
recpresident
copal church and the officiating
Entered ai the poeluface at Lal
Mine Workers; Clifford G. Roe, of the
i& announced as a candiplayed by yesterday's market Room
tor was ready to perform the cere- National
cm Vegas, New Mexico, for Iran ami "university;
Vigilance association, and a traders operated more confidently on
States
of
seat
the
for
I'iiited
date
bethis
a
was
mail
delay,
there
States
long
mony
Ka through the United
number of other social workers of na the
Senator. Culberson of Texas.
long side, paying particular attening caused by the ultimatum of the tional prominent
s Mooud class matter.
are scheduled as tion to stocks in which the Bhort interJames Hamilton Lewis, the
the
allow
would
he
jearl that before
States" senator from Illinois,
speakers.
est appeared to be vulnerable.
ceremony to begin ne must receive
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In
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Buying of the standard stocks infortune.
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S1LCS ON
NEW MEXICO FARMS

BY ENGLISH
While New Mexico is progressing
ery rapidly as a farming- state, there
are yet some things which our farmers are slow to take up. The changed
conditions have made it necessary
not only to secure large acreage yields
of farm products, but also greater
values for these products. Formerly
when lands were cheap and no thought
was given to maintaining the fertility
of the soil, it was sufficient to choose
only the best of the crop and feed k
in a rather wasteful manner to live-tstock to ensure a comfortable living
for the farmer. Now because of the
rapidly increasing population, and
ause of the imited amount of ne-tnat cau e used for agriculture,
it is necessary to make an acre pro
duce food for more people. All this
has increased the value of the land
and caused the farmer to become more
of a business man.

PEERS
GEORGE

AND MARY HAVE ALIEN-

ATED MANY MEMBERS OF
THE HOUSE OF LORDS

London, April 22. During the com
iiig London season there will be a feu-- .
ture which will be watched with the
keenest possible interest It relates
King George and Queen Mary and
revolves itself into the question wheth- er they are going to have the solid
of the British nobility in all
their doings or whether they will
Eubmitted to something like an ex- tended social boycott.
Those in the innner circle of English social life have known of something of the kind for some time, but The silo has for some time been
nothing tangible occurred until the considered by the
successlast two or three months. Then it ful
as a necessary part of
dairyman
was noticed that there was a conspicu- his
equipment, and silage is now uni
ous absence of the nobility especialversally
recognized as one of the
ly the higher grades at the two cheapest foods for the production of
courts held by the king and queen, beef,
mutton, and pork. It also fills
and on the occasion of the state open-ir.e- - a
In the economical ration of
gap
of parliament the asence of peers work horses as well as Idle
horses, and
and peeresses amounted to a pronoun- Is even fed to poultry advantageously,
ced boycott. Even allowing for the In fact at present silage la "playing
apathy at present displayed towards such an important part in the econo
politics in England the empty bench- mical feeding of all kinds of livestock
es in the house of lords when the king, that it Is doubtful if the most money
wearing his crown, oiened the session can be made on a livestock farm
could only hold one sinister meaning. without it
A silo is nothing more than- an a!r
Many forces are at work, in this
country to make the duties of the king tight receptacle for preserving many
end queen most difficult. The whole kinds of green feeds, and silage or enrange of society is undergoing a terri- silage, is the name given to the feed
fic upheaval, and naturally wholesale after it has undergone a process of fer(discontent follows la the path. The mentation in the silo. Possibly two
Knslisb aristocracy Is changing from cf the greatsl reasons why the silo
introduced more rapidly
one of family to one of money; and, has not
as misht bn exacted, a state of war on our New Mexico farms are: first.
exists, althouuli beneath the surface, a lack of knowledge regarding the
reat advantages it brings and second,
between the two sections.
the initial construction. The latter is
Edward
of
the
King
reign
During
true in the dry farming
that astute monarch managed to hold particularly
but
by the use of an under
rtgions,
sections
those
the balance between
which I hope to explain
silo,
ground
mainly by making use of both, lndis in a
following
article, this obstacle
triniinately as best suited his purpose. can be eliminated.
liked
sides
both
Equally trodden upon,
Farming in New Mexico is neceshim. But with the present regime
divided into two classes; dry
sarily
matters are different.
and irrigation farming. The
farming
From the tirst King George and silo is equally well adapted to both
Queen Mary ostentatiously gave them- kinds. The dry farmer must adopt it
selves up to the oldest, etaidest and as a means of saving his crop, and the
dullest section of the British peerage. irrigation farmer must adopt It as a
A family tree, with them, counted for means of
furnishing cheap winter feed
more than brains, and a ruined ances that will balance his ration, as well as
tral castle invariably outweighed
cut the amount of high priced alfalfew millions in hard cash. Nor were fa that it will be necessary for him
they especially the queen too gen to feed. It is a generally accepted
tle in avowing their preferences at fact now that If the dry farming praccny. rate from the poltn of view of the tice is to succeed, it must be by the
disfavored. .While they gave great general introduction of livestock rais
delight to the selected few they alie ing and feeding. The person who dry
nated the majority of the members of farms cannot hope to mature his crop
the British peerage and society.
every year, for some years frost will
It mu3t be remembered by far the catch it before It heads. With a silo
larger part of the ennobled ones of he not only gets greater feeding value
England are simply promoted mem-ler- s for his mature crops, but he can make
of the middle class. .Whatever an abundance of excelltnt feed from
their aspirations may be their tenden his immature ones. By feeding live
cies are still those of the section from stock, which not only includes steers,
probably hogs and sheep, but also dairy cows,
which they sprang. And
none are keener to detect anything poultry and horses, he can get greater
returns and still leave S0 per cent of
in the nature of an affront.
No one attributes either to KJ'ig the fertilizing value of the crop on his
silo furnishes a means
George or Queen Mary a superabund- land. The
can preserve the feeding
he
whereby
can
ance of ability, but few
pardon
entire-cropinstead of the
them for their lack of tact in the or value of his
can be saved
feed
only.
Enough
dinary dealings of life. It has been a grain
stored
method
this
and
during
by
all
at
misfortune that King George,
three crops years to carry him through
c
an
so
to
rreat
has
insisted,
limes,
Often
two more years of drought.
tent, on the small deferences and times there is a
even in
crop
partial
has
It
ceremonials; due to the throne.
the dry years, and here is where the
been a calamity that Queen Mary
will enable the farmer to save and
silo
should have attempted to impose her
convert into good feed an unmature
of
matter
own peculiar tastes in the
which might otherwise be lost.
dress upon the women of her court ciop
busia better
is there
Where
and also Insisted upon the mainten- ness
save
to
what
than
proposition
ance of the smuggest notions of conyou make?
earthe
of
ventional English morality
The irrigation farmer can also de
ly 'TOs. Had it been that either had rive immense benefits from the use of
bad the personality and influence to a silo. The great problem that con'get away with" these peculiarities no fronts the stockman in the irrigated
harm would have been done. But as
parts of New Mexico today is to seit. is it results only in an everlasting
cure cheap carbonaceous feeds. AlfalPlate of irritation.
fa being the base roughage, and pracAdded to that, there is a grievance
tically all the grains available being
which unites both the old and new nitrogenous, it is hard to get auy- Of the peerage. It is the fact
Mjlg hM ft one Bmed ration wncu
that King George yielded to the lib- - js very wasteful. Corn can not be
rral cabinet nearly three years ago ,.aised ag it is in the corn belt, but
and promised his consent to the
can raisfi great quantities of
of any quantity of peers neces- tU,r whif,h ton(ai,ls enough grain to
eary to deprive the house of lords ofjmakp excellent silage. Any of the
their veto. This the peers still regard j non-sharlne sorghums; Kafir, milo,
s an act of treachery to their order fefterita, etc., produce abundantly.
end ciie which they never will
With our present methods of feeding, a large per cent of many of our
crops are wasted, or are turned back
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live their life of Victorian
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY
A.

COLUM
RATES

FOR

CLASSIFIED

'

ADVER-

W.

TISEMENTS
Five cent per line Men Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy lees space than two
lines. All
advertle mftntt charged
will be booked at space actually set,
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advance preferred.
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MAIN

NUMBER,

;

L""
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WANTED

conclave sec. d

Tuos--"

NO.

KNIGHTS

OF.

8.
PY-

THIAS Meets every Monday even
ing in Cartle Hall.
VMsiting
Knights
ere cordially invit-

vited. Win.-P- .
Mills,
H. S .Van Petten, Secretary.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
WKNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-ula- r

LODGE

Chas. Liebach

ed.

Chancellor
aer,
Commander. Harry
ry Martin, Keeper of Records and
Seal.
.

day In each month at Masonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H. L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second as
KlnkeL B.
Chas. Tamme, Refourth
easl
Thursday evening
corder.
month at W. O. W. Hall. Visltlai
brothers cordially Invited. Dr. B
W. Houf, Dictator;
J. TbomilA
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY

C;

MASONS

Regtlar

con

Secretary.

,

TIME

LOCAL

CARD

.

"

EAST BOUND

Arrive

Depart
8:15 p r.
RAN8FORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. Mo.
4.... 11:05. p. 'm;,... 11:05 p. m
8. Meets first and third Fridays
2:10 a si
No,
8... . 2:05 a. m!
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple, No. 10. i .. 1:45 p. m
2:10 p
Mrs. J. O. Rutledfe, Worthy Ma:.- ''
tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
WEST BOUND
Telephone Main 829.
1:45
1:20
No.

2.. .9:10

p. m

'

Position on boarding car

or ranch.

1....
3....

No.

Apply H., Optic.

FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO. No.
102 Moos every Monday
WANTED Home for native boy 18
night at No.
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue.at
Phono
years qlJ, for services.
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
Main 484.

m.....

p.

6:10 a. m
4:20 p. m
6:35 p. m

7
9

....

n

p.

a

6:15 a.
4:30 p.
7:00 p.

s

ATTORNEYS

,

cordially welcoma J. Q. Wertz,
HUNKER A HUNKER
president; J.. T. Buhlor secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
George H. Hunker Cheater A. Hunie-

For Rent

-

Attorneys-at-La-

New MexW
furnished flat. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA Las Vegas
Meet in the Forest of brotherly
DENTISTS
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
on the second and fourth Fridays
FOR RENT Sunny front room, on
street car line. Call Optic.
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H. DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST
Crockett Building.
Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmlo, Clerk.
MalB Hi
Office' Telephone
Two
FOR RENT
members
are
Visiting
housekeeping
especially
Main lei
House
Telephone
rooms. 414 Seventh street.
welcome and cordially invited.

YOR
511

DOUBTFUL COMPLIMENT

RENT Modern
Ninth street.

DR. F. B. HUXMANN
room house on J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541.
Dentist
Twelfth street, J12; eight room
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first
Dental work of any description
modern house, 1108 Douglas avenue, Tuesday ot the month in the
vestry moderate
'
prices.
$20.
Herbert W. Gearing.
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main l
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
East Las Vegas, Ni M.
FOR
RENT Two-roofurnished
Isaac Appel,
cordially Invited.
921
Lincoln.
house,
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
A CARD
retary.
This is to certify that all druggists
are authorized to refund your money
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
COUN if Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
fails to cure your cough or cold. John
CIL NO. 804. Meets aecond and
FOR SALE Brand new pillows and
Bernet, Tell, Wis., states: "I used
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall, Foley's Honey and Tar Compound for
comforters, never been used. Also
Pioneer building.
Visiting mem- five years, and It always gives the
fine, Iron frame, woven wiro spring
invited'.
are
bers
Richard best of satisfaction and always cures
cordially
cot. Inquire Plaza Hotel.
a cough or cold." Refuse substitutes
K-O.
; Frank AngeL F. S. ,
Devine,
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drue

FOR RENT

Six

v

Cumberland
Island, the
Orchard,
country estate of the bride's sister,
Mrs. George Carnegie. The ceremony
was attended only by relatives and a
few intimate friends of the contracting parties. Mr. Whitney and his
bride will depart in a few days for
Europe to spend their honeymoon.

for

"Was Maude good as Juliet In the
Rheumatism as a result of kidney amateur theatricals?"
"Well, the audience applauded wild- FOR SALE No. 6
trouble, stiff and aching Joints, back
Remington type
ache and sore kidneys will all yield to ly when she died."
writer, $15; No. 4, Underwood $40;
the use of Foley Kidney Pills. They
No. 5 Underwood, $15. J. N. Kin
are tonic In action, quick in results,
COALS OF FIRE
curative always. W. S. Skelton, Stanney, 603 Lincoln.
ley, Ind., says: "I would not take
$100.00 for the relief from kidney trouFOR SALE At a bargain, two Philo
ble I received from one single box of
chicken coops, one thoroughbred
O.
G.
Schaefer
Pills."
Foley Kidney
and Red Cross Drug Store.
Rhode Island' Red rooster,., one
child's enamel iron bed. 422 Wash
'
ington avenue.

Co.
F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visit

I. O. O.

1

For YOU!

FOR SALE An Ernest Kabler piano,
good condition, cheap.
at
Apply
this office.

This elegant Rogers'

FOR SALE Furniture and Webster
New International dictionary cheap

B.

AND

SIGN PAINTING

N. O.

HER

MAN

429 GRAND AVE.

P. O. ELKS Meeta second and
PETER P. MACKEL
fourth Tuesday evening of each
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
month Elks home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth- Sardwood Finishing, Paper Hanglma
ers are cordially invited. Giv. Wm.
and Glaslng.
J. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Con
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
Old Tow
Vest Bids Plaza
don, Secretary.

....

Sixth street.

1030

ing brethren cordially Invited to at
tend. F. D. Fries, N. O.; Gus
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl Werti, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

CARRIAGE

AUTOMOBILE,

--

FLOUR
It "s giving you
a present for do- -

-

ing something
you 'd do any
way when you
learn how Much

f

FOR SALE High grade Schubert piano with orchestra attachment. A
bargain for quick sale. Call Plaza
Evelyn Men are such conceited
hotel.
one
see
them any
may
things! Why,
time gazing at a looking glass.
George Yes, but it's always a goot 100 BUFF ROCK chickens, $12; cash
with order. Mrs. M. E. Stevens,
looking, lass.
Humboldt, Kan.
STUNG
FOR
SALE Household
furniture.
1004 Fourth St

OiiE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON -- -- IT 'S
"
'X' GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &.
SONS'

mm:,

."TRAGIC Story of America's Greatest Disaster," flood, wind and fire,
the biggest money maker agents
ever had. $15.00 daily if you start
now. Large $1.00 book, 100 illus-

w,

trations.

A A

Outfit free.
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Each Delivery
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20c per 100 lbs.
t5o per 1N lbs.
.30c p'r 100 Ik
40c per 100 lbs.
50o per 1M lbs.

AGUA PURA C0MPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity ass
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vega Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
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Others, who read and ana er ads. in thla newspaper want (aad
are amiou to pay
for) books, automobiles, used machinery
and fun; tu re, articios of oofulneifg of any sort, and musical
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Classified ad 4. search out the people to whom among all si
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thlsg is worth most

your property unless

IX8T Small purse containing
aud some coin.

ANT Ads
Are Best

That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST vo someoae
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never bear el

Oj;lfc.
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Lost

lie Where

FRENCH- -

J.

Co., Chicago.

PLATE
BEAUTIFUL

tab-iniy,

RETAIL' PRICES

Geh-rin-

SILVER

qu-fe-

2,000 lbs. or More,
1,000 lbs. to 2,000
200 lbs. to 1,000
50 lbs. to 1.200
Less tl n SO lbs.

Five room frame cause
modern, on the hill. Bargain If
sold at once. Also six room brick
house, modern. Herbert W.
Real Estate.

STANDARD

for-Flv-

--

FOR SALE

fietterEMPRESS
FLOUR realb is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

fii

Regular communication first and
third J Thursday in
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially In-

So.

FORMER COUNTESS WEDS.
St. Mary's, Ga., April 22. The wedding of Mrs. Copley Thaw, who was
formerly the Countess of Yarmouth,
and Mr. Geoffrey Gordon Whitney of
Boston, took place today at Plumb

3

DORADO

M.

vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O
Blood, Secretary.

'

f

M..,

y.J9

AL ARCH

N. Y.

Silver Spoon
if you use
EMPRESS

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & EL

CHAPMAN

"You can't be a successful inventor
without a thorough knowledge of the
laws of physics."
Teething Disorders, move and regu"You're wrong there. Necessity
late the Bowels and Destroy Worms knows no law-- , and is also the mother
They break up colds in 24 hours. of invention."
They are so pleasant to the taste

Children like them. Over 10,000 testimonials. Used by mothers for 22
years. They never fail. Sold. by all
druggists, 25c. Sample mailed FREE.
S. Olmsted, LeRoy,
Address Allen

AND CAFE

RESTAURANT

LOBBY

8H0RT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOOD8 OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

Fever-ishnes-

a

'

En

THIS WILL INTEREST MOTHERS.
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Children, a Certain relief for
Headache, Bad Stomach,

n

..
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For dairy cows there is no other feed
GOOD SCHEME
that will produce an abundance oi
milk during the winter months, as
cheaply as good suage. The reason
for this is that it makes the winter
ration more like the pasture, because
of the greater succulence it afford 4.
Milk from silage fed cows Is no longer
discriminated against and butter is
equally as good as that produced by
other feeds and of a higher color.
In fact in many places the silo has
been the one factor that has made winter dairying possible. Silage undergoes a ripening or fermentation,
which softens all the fibers and makes
the protein more digestible, improves
the appetite, and stimulates assimilation. Uusually it requires about four
to six weeks after the silo has been
4s
filled before it can be used, and on the
other hand it has been found to keep
"Why does Slowpay always consul
a busy doctor?"
in good condition for years.
"In the hope that hell be too busy
Now is the time for every dairyman
to
force him to pay his bill."
the
and livestock feeder, to look into
a
pro
of
silo,
building
advisability
LOGICAL
viding that he has a sufficient amount
a
to
utilize profitable quantity
of stock
Keep in mind that a cow will eat
from 25 to 43 pounds of silage per
day and that one cubic feet of silage
from near the center of the silo will
average about 40 pounds in weight.
You can easily estimate from this the
quantity you could use in six months
ot one year for your stock, and if it
is 50 tons or more you had better
(V
decide to build a silo. If you are not
certain as to its advantages, get in
touch with some one who has one
and ask his opinion.
A silo means more dollars in the
bank to the credit of the farmer. H.
H. Simpson, Agricultural College.
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um,
uui me rumoie or oiau-- .
be definite. I will tell ycu the tctnea
thunder, but a strange exclamation it would, have been better for you
from the man that interrupted her; it
tell me. Your early home was In New
was some such cry as human crea
bad a cousin living in
tures may have utteed before the York, but you
Springfield, where there was a very
crystallizing of recurring experiences good college. Your parents were anxinto tne terms 'of speech.
ious to get you away from the tempBY
Fran gave quick, relentless blows
tations of a big city until you were
"Of course' he has told you all about
of age. So you were sent to liva
ELLIS
JOHNBSECKENKIDGE
nis Springfield life "
with your cousin and attend collega
"Silence!" shouted Gregory, quiver You were with him three
or four
3LLTJSTEATIONS BV .
ing rrom head to foot. The word was years, and at last the time came for
like an imprecation, and for a time it
graduation. Shall I go on?"
kept hissing between his locked teeth.
s
He fought desperately for
"And of course," Fran continued,
ervation. "What is there in all this?"
as
her
(COPyCIGHT 1912
chin
up
tilting
if to drive in
"You had married, in the mean
the words, "since you know all of his
Fran said coldly; "married se
time,"
secrets all of them you have natucretly. That was about nineteen
rally been told the most important ago. She was only eighteen. years
After
one. And so you know that when he
were to go to New
was hoarding with his cousin In graduation you
York, break the news to
father,
me
sympatnizer in nis
Springfield and attending the college come back to Springfield your
(Continued from Yesterday)
for youi
in which he breathed freest. there,
like twenty years
something
wife, and acknowledge her. You grad
He had not breathed freely for half a ago "
you went to your father. Did
dozen hours no wonder h was glad
"Leave us!" Gregory cried, waving uated;
you come back?"
to
see
her.
To
Grace
Hamilton
Noir,
a violent arm at his secretary, as if
CHAPTER IV.
"My God!" groaned the man. So
Gregory was but a benefactor to man- to sweep her beyond the possibility
sh knew everything; must he admit
a
man
of lofty ideals whom it of overhearing another word.
The Woman Who Was Not Mr. Greg- kind,
was a privilege to aid, and since she
"Leave you with her?" Grace stam- it? "What is all this to you?" he
ory.
burst forth. "Who and what are you,
knew
that
her
him
very
had
eyes gave
Abbott Ashton disapHardly
mered, too amazed by his attitude to
anyway and why do yoa come here
peared down the village vista of moon- strength, no wonder she was glad to feel offended.
with your story? If it were true "
before see him.
"Yes, yes, yes! Go at once!" He
light and shadow-patche"True!" said Fran
Could Fran have read their thoughts, seemed the victim of some
"II
Fran's mood changed.
Instead of
mysterious you've forgotten, why bitterly.
not go to
she
would
not
have
found
the
to
terror.
out
slight
her threat of
seeking
carry
Grace compressed her full lips till Springfield and ask the first old citi
bearding the lion in the den, she sank est consciousness of any shade of evil
in
down on the porch-steps- ,
sympathetic comradeship. As they were thinned to a white line. zen you meet? Or you might write
gathered her Bhetheir
to some one you used to know, and
could read only their faces, she Do you mean forever?"
knees in her arms, and stared straight
If you prefer, I'll send for
Inquire.
disliked more than ever the tall, young,
before her.
Grace
I
"Oh,
beg your pardon
splendidly formed secretary.
Miss Grace I don't mean that, of one of your old professors, and pay
Though of skillful resources, of Im- and
his expenses. They took a good deal
"Oh!" said Grace with restraint, course. What could I do without
pregnable resolution, Fran could be
you? of Interest in the young
Fran.
discovering
Grace
to
are
bluest
the
and
Nothing, nothing,
you
despondent
the dent who married and college stu
degree;
Fran
"Yes,"
said
neglected Jowith
elfish
her
soul
of
work.
Don't look at me so
my
though competent at the clash, Bhe
haven't
Derry.
"back
sephine
They
smile,
forgot
again."
,
often found herself purpling on the
cruelly."
ten it, if you have.
Just without the portal Hamilton
eve of the crisis. The moment had
"Then you Just mean," Grace said
"You don't know," he gasped, "that
come to test her fighting qualities, yet
steadily, "for me to go away for a there's a
penalty for coming to
she drooped despondently.
little while?"
houses to
them with
Hamilton Gregory was coming
"Only half an hour; that's ail. Only people's facts in threaten
their lives. You
half an hour, and then come back to supposed
through the gate. As he halted In surdon't know that the jails are ready to
me, and I will explain."
prise, a black shadow rose slowly,
blackmailing, for you are only
punish
"You
little
needn't go at all, on my acwearily. He,
dreaming that he
a little girl and don't understand such
was confronted by a shadow from the
count," observed Fran, wit,h a twist,
of her mouth. "It's nothing to me things. I give you warning. Although
past, saw in her only the girl who
you are in short dresses "
had been publicly expelled from the
whether you go or stay."
"Yes," remarked Fran dryly, "1
tent.
"She has learned a secret," Gregory
that would be an advantage
The choir-leadhad expected his
stammered, "that vitally affects af- thought
to be crowned by a
fects some people some friends of to you. It ought to make things
easier."
vision very different. He came up
mine. I must talk to her about
"How an advantage to me? Easier?
the walk slowly, not knowing what to
about that secret, just for a little
What
have I to do with you?"
while. Half an hour. Miss Grace, that
Bay. She waited, outwary calm, in"I thought," Fran said coldly, "that
Is all. That is really all then come
wardly gathering power. White-ho- t
action from Fran, when the iron was
back to me. You understand that it's It would be easier for you to take me
to be welded. Out of the deepening
on account of the secret that I ask into the house as a little girl than as
a grown woman. You'll remember I
shadows her will leaped keen as a
you to leave us. You understand that
blade.
I would never send you'away from me told you I've come here to stay."
, "To stay!" he echoed, shrinking
She addressed him, "Good evening,
If I had my way, don't you, Grace?"
Mr. Gregory."
"I understand that you want me to back. "You?"
"Yes," she said, all the cooler for
He halted. When he spoke, his tone
go now,'-- ' Grace Noir replied unre
his attitude of repulsion. "I want a
expressed not only a general disapsponsive. She ascended the stairway, home.
Yes, I'm going to stay.- - I want
at each Btep seeming to mount that
proval of all girls who wander away
from their homes In the night, but an
much the higher into an atmosphere to belong to somebody."
He cried out desperately, "But what
of righteous remoteness.
especial repugnance to one who could
No one who separated Gregory from am I to do? This wills ruin me oh,
laugh during religious services. 'Do
you want to speak to me, child?"
his secretary could enjoy his tolera it's true, all you've said I don't deny
it. But I tell you, girl, you will ruin
"Yes." The word was almost a
tion, but Fran had struck far below me. Is all the work
"Good
of my life to
Ashton."
Professor
Evening,
The
sound
of
his voice had
tne surface of likings and dlslikings.
whisper.
be overturned? I shall go mad."
Gregory paused irresolutely. He did She' had turned back the
weakened her.
ot
covering
No, you won't," Fran 'calmly as
"What do you want?" He stepped not know what course to pursue, so he conventionality to lay bare the quiverup on the porch. The moon had van- repeated vacantly, "I am willing to ing heartstrings of life itself. There sured him. "You'll do what every one
.
.,.
ished behind the rising masses of pay"
was no time to hesitate. The stone
Fran interrupted flippantly: "I have ax which on other occasions
storm-cloudnot to appear again, but
might be
the light through the glass door re- all the money I want" Then she a laughing, elfish face was now held
into
the hall, rudely ready for battle.
vealed his poetic features. Flashes of passed swiftly
brushing past the secretary.
"Hadn't we better go in a room
4
lightning as yet faint but rapid in reGregory could only follow. He spoke where we can talk
j n. It
as
that
his
privately?" Fran
showed
currence,
beauty
to Grace In a low voice,- telling all he asked. "I
don't like this hall. That
of a young man. Fran remained si- knew of the
night wanderer. Her
lent, moved more than she could have attitude called for explanations, but woman would just as soon listen over
thought possible. He stared intently, he would have given them anyway, in the banisters as not. I've seen lots of
people like her, and I understand her
but under that preposterous hat she that,
low, confidential murmur. He kind."
was practically invisible, save as a
did not know why it was or seek to
black shadow. He added again, with know but whenever
he spoke to
CHAPTER V.
growing impatience, "What do you Grace, it was natural to use
a low
want?"
as if modulating his touch to
tone,
We Reap What We Sow.
His unfriendliness gave her the spur sensitive
strings as if the harmony
If aything could have prejudiced
she needed. "I want a home," she
resulting from the interplay of their Hamilton Gregory against Fran's intersaid decidedly.
souls called for the soft pedal.
ests It would have been her slighting
Hamilton Gregory was seriously dis"What is to be done?" Grace in allusion to the one who
the
typified his
turbed. However
Her
attitude of reserve to- most exalted ideals as "that
woman."
waif should not be left to wander aim- quired.
ward Gregory which Fran's presence But Fran was to him
nothing but an
lessly about the streets. Of the three had Inspired, melted to
potential helpbringing out of the past a sehotels in Littleburg, the cheapest was
at the same time her dislike agent
cret he had preserved for almost twennot overly particular. He would take fulness;
for the girl solidified.
This stranger knew of his
her there. "Do you mean to tell me,"
"What do you advise?" Gregory ty years.
youthful folly, and she must be prehe temporized, "that you are abso- asked his
secretary gently.
vented from communicating It to oth- "I Don't Want to Follow You
.
lutely alone:?"
Grace cast a disdainful look at Fran. ers
This Is Where I Want ta
Fran's tone was a little hard, not
'
Stay."
because she felt bitter, but lest she Then she turned to her employer and
was
conno
sense
of
It
from
aroused
her
curved face changed
betray too great feeling, "Absolutely most deliclously
"I think," she re- science that he hastened to lead her has to do, sooner or latei- face the
charmingly.
alone in the world."
faint
with
a
shake of rebuke to the front room. In this risis, some- situation. You're a little late getting
He vas sorry for her; at the same sponded
to
but it was coming all the time.
tor
his
"that
leniency,
you should not thing other than shuddering recoil Youit,
time he was subject to the reaction
can let me live here as an adoptfrom haunting deeds was imperative;
in
advice
need
this
matter."
my
Why
of his exhausting labors as
unlovely specters must be made to ed orphan, or any way you please.
should lie stand
helpless vanish.
'
"Then," he said, with tired before this small apparently
The Important fact to me is that I'm,
bundle
of arrogant
resignation, "if you'll follow me, I'll impudence?'
He tried desperately to cover his going to live here. But I don't want
take you where you can spend the
to make it hard for you, truly I don't"
Gregory turned upon Fran with af- drfjad under a voice of harshness:
"Don't you?" He spoke not loudly,
night, and tomorrow, I'll try to find fected harshness. "You must
"What
to say to me?"
have
you
He
go."
you work."
Fran had lost the insolent compos- but with tremendous pressure of dewas annoyed that Grace should imag"Work!" She laughed. "Oh, thank ine him
ure which the secretary had inspired. sire. "Then, for God's sake, go back!
weak.
you!" 'Her accent was that of repuNow that she was alone with Hamil- Go back to to wherever you came
Fran's
face
hcrde.ned.
became
It
an
diation. Work', indeed!
ton Gregory, it Beemed impossible to from. I'll pay all expenses. You shall
ax
of
at
each
stone,
end,
sharpened
He drew back in surprise and dis- with
want "
eyes, nose and mouth in a nar- apeak. She clasped and unclasped her have all you
"All I want," Fran responded, "is a
pleasure.
row line of cold defiance. To Grace hands. She opened her mouth, but
"You didn't understand me," she
the acute wedpe of white forehead, her lips were dry. The wind had home, and that's something people
resumed. "What I want is a home. I
its way to the roots of the risen, and as it went moaning past can't buy. Get used to the thought of
don't want to follow you anywhere.' gloaming
black
and the sharp chin cut- the window, it seemed to speak of the my staying here; that will make It
hair,
This is where I want to stay."
its way down from the tightly yearning of years passing in the night, easy."
"You cannot stay here," he an- ting
"Easy!" he ejaculated. "Then it's
drawn mouth, spoke only of cunning. unsatisfied. At last came the words,
swered with a slight smile at the pre- She
muffled, frightened "I know all about your purpose to compel me to give
as
Fran
a
regarded
fox,
brought
sumptuous request, "but I'm willing to to bay.
it." ;
you shelter because of this secret
"All' about what, child?" He had you mean to ruin me. I'll not' be able
pay for room at the hotel "
Fran spoke with calm deliberation:
At thS! moment the door was opened "I am not
lost his harshness. His voice was al- to account for you, and they will
going away."
by the young woman who, some hours
"I would advise you," said Grace, most coaxing, as if entreating the question my wife will want to know,
earlier, had responded to Fran's looking down at her from under
and and others as well."
mercy of ignorance.
droopknocking. Footsteps upon the porch ing lids, "to go at once, for a storm is , Fran gasped. "I know all about it
"Now, now," said Fran, with sudden
had told of Gregory's return.
Do you want to be caught in
gentleness, "don't be so excited, don't
rising.
"
I know
The lady who was not Mrs. Gregory
She was terrified by the .take it so hard. Let them question.
rain?"
was so pleased to see the gentleman yieFran looked
that perhaps she wouid not I'll know how to keep from exposing
at Grace, undaunt- thought
up
be able to tell him. She leaned heavwho was Mr. Gregory they had not ed. "I want to
want to belong to somespeak to Mr. Greg- ily upon a table with hand turned you. But I do
met since the evening meal that, at
body, and after I've been here a
If
are
the
of
ory.
you
this
manager
first, she was unaware of the black house, he and I, can go outdoors. I backward, whitening her flnger-tipwhile, and you begin to like me, I'll
shadow; and Mr. Gregory, in spite of don't mind getting wet. I've been in by the weight thrown on them.
tell you everything. I knew the Johis perplexity, forgot the shadow also, all kinds of weather."
"About what?" he repeated with the sephine Derry that you deserted she
so cheered was he by the glimpse of
caution
of one who fears. Ha could raised me, and I know she loved you
siat
Grace looked
not doubt the genuineness of her emo- to the end. Didn't you ever care for
his secretary as she stood in the lences were effectiveGregory. Her
weapons.
"but he would not accept her her, not even at the first, when you
brightly lighted hall, Such moments
"I have no secrets from this lady," tion;
of delighted recognition are infinlteBl-mu- l he
statement of Its caue until ho must got her to kP your marriage secret
Into
anGrace's
said, looking
eyes,
when a third person, however
''Oh," tried Fruit, catching a tem- until you could speak to your father
her silence. "W'liut do you
tits world swering
(shadowy, Ih
pestuous breath, uneven, violent, "you face to fate? You must have loved
want to any to me, child?"
,
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i

course 1 aia.
maae inquiries rot
her; that's why I went back to find
out what had become of her. I'd been
gone only three years, yes, only three
years, but, good heavens, how I had
I was so changed that nosuffered!
body knew me." He paused, appalled
at the recollection. "I have always
had a terrible capacity for suffering.
I tell you, it was my duty to go back
to find her, and I went back. I would
have acknowledged her as my wife. I
would have lived with her. I'd have
done right by her, though it had killed
me. Can I say more than that?"
"I am glad you went back," said
Fran softly. "She never knew it. I
am so glad that you did even that."
"Yes, I did go back," he said, more
firmly.1 "But she was gone. I tell
you all this because you say she was
your best friend."
"A while ago you asked me who 1
am and what "
"It doesn't matter," he interjected.
"You were her friend; that is all 1
care to know. I went back to Spring
field, after three years but she was
gone. I was told that her uncle had
cast her off, and she had disappeared.
It seems that she'd made friends
with a class of people who were not
who were not respectable."
Fran's eyes shone brightly. "Oh,
they were not," she agreed, "they
were not at all what you would call
respectable. They were not religious."
"So I was told," he resumed, a little
uncertainly. "There was no way tot
me to find her."
"er?" cried Fran; "you keep on
saying 'her.' Do you mean?"
He hesitated. "She had chosen hei
part to live with those people I left
her to lead the life that pleased her.
That's why I never went back to
Springfield again. I've taken up my
life In my own way, and left her your

naturaiiy. wen, jusi invent eosie
story I'll stand by you."
"You don't know me," he returned.
drawing himself up. "What! do you
imagine I would lie to them?"
"I think," Fran remarked imoerson- ally, "that to a person In your posi
tion a person beginning to reap what
he has Bown, lying is always the next
course.
But you must act as your
conscience dictates. You may be
sure that if you decide to tell the
truth, I'll certainly stand by you in

that"

Helplessly driven to bay, he flashed
out violently, "Unnatural girl or
woman or whatever you are there
is no spirit of girlhood or womanhood
in you."
Fran returned In a low, concentrate
ed voice, "If I'm unnatural, what were
you in the Springfield days? Was it
natural for you to be married secretly
when the marriage might have been
public? When you went away to
break the news to your father, wasn't
it rather unnatural for you to hide
three years before coming back?
When you came back and heard that
your wife bad gone away to be supported by people who were not respectable, was it natural for you to
be satisfied with the first rumors you
heard, and disappear for good and all?
As for me, yes, I have neither the
spirit of girlhood nor womanhood, for
I'm neither a girl, nor a woman, I'm
nothing." Her voice trembled. "Don't
rouse my anger when I lose grip on
myself, I'm pretty hard to stop. If 1
let everything rush on my mind how
she my 'friend' my sweet darling
'friend' how she searched for you all
the years till she died and- how even
on her death-beshe thought maybe

Fran caught her breath while herj

face showed hardness but not against!
the other. She felt something 12taj
holy wrath as her presentment soundi
ed forth protestingly "But wh(? exe
"

you?"
"I am Mrs. Gregory."
j
"Oh, no," cried Fran, with violence
"no!" She added rather wildly, "It,
can't be I mean but say you arej
not Mrs. Gregory."
"I am Mrs. Gregory," the other re-- t
peated, mystified.
Fran tried to hide her emotion with!
a smile, but it would have been easier
for her to cry. Just because she of the,
patient brown eyes was Mrs. Gregory.,
At that moment Hamilton Gregory
the room, brought back by!
the fear that Fran might tell all dur- Ing his absence. How different life'
would have been if he could havei
found her flown! but he read in hew
face no promise of departure.
His wife was not surprised at his)
haggard face, for he waa always work--i
ing too hard, worrying over his exten-- i
aivo rhnritifes, tilannLne editorials
j

fi

"I

jil

1

1
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li li M ,

you'd come you "
Fran choked
back the words.
"Don'tl" she gaBped. "Don't reproach

:

iiif I
"t

"Yes, call her that," cried Fran,
holding up her head. "I am proud ol
that title. I glory, in it And in this

house"

We reap what we sow.'

rose-garde- a

souls.

d

friend"

"I have made my offer," he Interrupted decidedly. "I'll provide for you
anywhere but in this house."
Fran regarded him with somber intensity. "I've asked for a home with
you on the grounds that your wife
was my best friend in all the world,
and because I am homeless. You refuse. I suppose that's natural. I have
to guess at your feelings because I
haven't been raised among 'respectable' people. I'm sorry you don't like
It, but you're going to provide for me
right here. For a girl, I'm pretty independent; folks that don't like m
are welcome to all the enjoyment they
get out of their dislike. I'm here to
stay. Suppose you look on me as a
sort of summer crop. I enjoyed hearing you sing, tonight
" We reap what we sow.

Ui o rranr bs&ed the miiij
The lady smiled eo tenderiy,j
'.t w
like a mellow light stealing!
rom a fairy
of. thornlesiij
assr

voice.

Ti

1

"I Am Mrs. Gregory."

i

nis

ph'frantnropic
jounjr:, uevismtjj
means to better the condition of thaj
local church. But the presence of ihisj
stranger doubtless one of hi;; e;iuut--i
.ess objects of charity
planation.
"Come," he said bruskly, aii.re?:,irg
neither directly, "we needn't op here.
I have some explanations to make, and
they might as well be
once and for till. . . ."
He paused wretchedly, sce ns no outlook, no possible escape
Sonnrliina
must be told not a lie, but
not all the truth; that wouia r,... y.1;!t
Fran. He was as much Li
as if she, herself, had bee'i t'.e canot
of his sin.
He opened the door,, and walked
with a heavy step into the ha.II. Mrs.
Gregory followed, wondering, looking
rather at Fran than at her husband.,
Fran's keen eyes searcln-- the apartment for the actual sou re? of Hamil-- t
ton Gregory's acutest regrets.
j
Yes, there stood the secretary.
&

b'ore-everybody-

"My God!" Groaned the Man.
me, or I'll reproach you, and I mustn't
do that I want to hide my real heart
from you from all the world. I want
to smile, and be like
respectable

I see you remember."
He shuddered at her mockine holv
things. "Hush! What are you say
ing? The past is cut off from my life. people."
"For God's sake," whispered the
I have been pardoned, and I will not
have anybody forcing that past upon other frantically, "hush! I hear my
wire coming, yes, yes, I'll do everyme."
Her words came bitinelv: "You thing you say, but, oh. don't ruin me.
can't help it. You sowed. You can't You shall have a home with us, you
snau nave everything, everything."
pardon a seed from growing."
"I can help it. and I will. The nast
"Except a welcome," Fran faltered,
is no more mine than hers our mar frightened at the emotion she had be
riage was legal, but it bound me no trayed. "Can you show me to a room
more than it bound her. She chose
quick before your wife comes T I
her own companions. I have been don't want to meet her, now, I'm ter
building up a respectable life, here in ribly tired. I've come all the way
Littleburg. You shall not overturn from New York to find you; I reached
the labor of the last ten years. You Littleburg only at dusk and I've been
can go. My will is unalterable. Go
pretty busy ever since I"
and do what you can!"
"Come, then," he said hastily. "Tkis
Instead of anger. Fran showed sor way I'll show you a roetn. . . . It's
row: "How long have you been mar- too late," he broke off, striving desperried to the second Mrs. Grea-orthe ately to regain composure.
The door opened, and a woman enpresent one?"
He turned his back UDon her as if tered the room hastily.
to go to the door, but he wheeled
CHAPTER VI.
about: "Ten years. You understand?
Ten years of the best work of my life
Mrs. Gregory.
that you want to destroy."
The wind had suddenly increased
Poor lady:" murmured Fran. "The
first Mrs. Gregory my 'friend' hs in violence, and a few raindrops had
been dead only three years. You and
already fallen.
Apprehensions of a
she were never divorced. The ladv storm caused hurried
movements
that you call Mrs. Gregory now she
the house. Blinding flashes
throughout
isn't your wife, is she?"
a gathering ol
of
"I thought" he was suddenly the lightningin suggested
the reception hall, where,
family
ashen pale "but I thought that she
to tradition, there waa "ls?
I believed her dead long ago I was according and as the unknown
lad:'
danger;"
sure of it positive. What you say is
the door of the front room
opened
"
impossible
Fran heard footsteps upon the stair:'
"But no one can sow without reap- and
caught a glimpse of Grace Noir
ing," Fran said, still pityingly. "When descending.
you sang those words, It was only a
The lady closed the door behind he
song to you, but music is just a bit before she perceived Fran, so iuten;
of life's embroidery, while you think was she
from threatenupon
it life itself. You don't sow, or reap ing rain somesecuring
unfinished
in a choir loft. You can't sow deeds
She pause;!
lying on the window-sill- .
and reap words."
her honest brown
abruptly,
eye'.:
"I understand you, now," ke fal- opened wide.
tered. "You have come to disgrace
The perspiration shone on Hamilton
me. What good will that do you, or
Gregory's forehead. "Just a moment,"
or my first wife? You are no abstrac- he uttered incoherently "wait I'll be
tion, to represent sowing and reaping, back when I make sure my library
but a
girl who can go window's closed. . . ." He left the
away if she chooses "
"She chooses to stay," Fran assured
room, nis brain in an agony or inde
him.
cision. How much must be told? Am!
"Then you have resolved to ruin me how would they
regard hiru after the
and break my wife's heart!" The
telling?
sweet, uncomplaining face of the sec"Who are you?" asked the lady of
ond Mrs. Gregory rose before him. thirty-live- ,
mildly, but with gathering
And Grace Noir what would
she wonder.
think?
The answer came, with a broken
"No, I'm just here to have a home."
"I am Fran." It was spoken a
"Will you enjoy a home that you laugh,
little defiantly, a little menacingly, as
seize by force?"
if the tired spirit was bracing itself
"Don't they say that the Kingdom for
battle.
of God may be taken by force? But
The lady wore her wavy hair partyou know mora about the Kingdom ed 111 the middle
after that fashion
than I. Let them believe me the
wltk-perhaps was never new; nml jio
daughter of soma old boyhood friend Impudent
ribbon or ariotuiit Hounee
that'll inaliit it ia y. As the daugh- stolu oiio's
etti'i,!Lion from Hut utouiu
ter of Hint fill
you'll give me a lliut Va jiiftt t)ll;rlu l i.l
i
home, I'll
,ut of your vtfcy, and was it fueti Olio Wfetilcil In iok bt jt
ho j.li.iifeaiit
!.! o I1HIK Jiil, of
,
fctiy
FlttM ni'ii.'t iiiioiv
; .. smiit-i- l
una you jili
inoitj)y. ' Mil: 1,0
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(To be Continued Tomorrow)
for a Good Reason
Grant, 230 Waverly St, Peoria,
Ills., says: "Backache and congested
kidneys made me suffer Intense pains.
Was always tired and floating specks
bothered me.
Tock Foley Kidney
Pills and sew big improvement after
third day. I kept on until entirely
freed of all trouble and suffering.
That's why I recommend Foley Kidney
O. G. Schae-fe- r
Pills. They cured nte.
and Red Cross Dm? Co.
Recommended

C. H.

-

Heed the Cough that Hangs On
The seeds of consumption may be
the cause, and a cough that hangs
on weakens the system. Foley's Honey and Tar Compound checks the
cough, heals the Inflamed membranes
and strengthens the lungs. B. D.
Rountree, Stillmore, Ga., says:
left me a deep seated, hacking1,
painful cough which Foley's Honey
and Tar completely cured." O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
"La-grlp-
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Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
la
one of the most widely used medicines in the market. It is as popular
in Canada, Australia and South Africa as at home. This is because it
'makes good." You can always depend upon it when you have a cougU
or cold. For sale by all dealers.
STRAIGHT

AT IT

Beware of Ointments for Catarrh That
Contain Mercury

as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely derange the whole system when entering it through the mucous surfaces.
Such articles should never be used except on prescriptions from reputable
physicians, 83 the damage they will
do Is ten fold to the good you can
possibly derive from them. Hall's Catarrh Cure, marinfuetured by F. J.
Cheney and Co., Toledo, O., containno mercury, and ia taken lufern?lf.
t'of-;.,iJ
ai:tht;; directly ispei i
mucous iHffti:f-ji,t (!. fcv;-- i ";. h
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WE HAVE
JUICE
WELCH'S
Pint Bottles
Quart Bottles
Half Pint Bottles
BASS ISLAND GRAPE JUICE
Made of Concord Grapes

Pint Bottles 30c

Quart Bottles 50c

Individuals 10c

Tourists should not fail to inquire
regarding El Provenlr Eanca Resort
Phone Olive 5174.

Pint Bottles 35c

Individuals lOc

a.rvd Stored...

Finch's Golden Wedding nye, aged
in the wood. Direct from the distil
lery to you. At the ixbby, of course.
Adv.

Ludwjg Wm.

llfeliJ

Goods Sent on Approval 2

Ralph Moore, who was thrown from

.1

ORGANIZATION
PREPARES
TO
WORK IN HARMONY WITH
COMMERCIAL CLUB

Streets and alleya Roman
Manuel

Martinez

and Pablo

No other shoe concern in the "World",
has the opportunity that the Regal Shoe
Company has to learn exactly what the public
want in Footwear, this is brought about by
the existence of its own stores in hundreds
pf cities putting them constantly in close
touch with the actual requirements of the
great army of shoe wearers.

Gallegos,
Jarainil-lo- .

Public buildings John D. W. Veed- Romero and Lorenzo

er, Margarito
Delgado.

left for his home on the mesa.

The body of Mrs. Ida Goldy, who
Public affairs M. C. de Baca,
died yesterday morning at her home
Sena and William B. Stapp.
A marriage license was issued yes on Seventh
street, will be sent tonight
Health
Peter P. Mackel, Pablo
terday afternoon at the court house to Canton, South Dakota, where burial
and Fidel Ortiz.
to Cosme Patron, aged 21, and Mar will occur the later
part of the week.
A special committee to confer with
tina Lueero, aged 20, both residents
the
committee from the Las Vegas
of Las Vegas.
The rainfall for the last three days
Commercial club for the organization
r,as amounted to .$6 inch, lacking onand conduction of an agricultural fair
The steel for the Azul bridge ar- ly .01 of
being a full inch. The fall next fall was appointed as follows:
rived yesterday and was unloaded at jhaa extended
from Albuquerque to
Margarito Romero, Peter P. Mackel,
the stock, yards yesterday afternoon.
Dodge City, Kansas, and the fall over Chester Hunker,' William B.
a
This bridge will be completed in
Stapp, Hi- that territory haB been equal to that
short time and will make a big im in
polito C. de Baca, Gregorio Gutierrez,
this city. Agriculturists all over John D.
W. Veeder, Roman Gallegos,
provement on the road.
the west are rejoicing and plans for
Benigno Romero, M. C. de Baca, and
the largest crops for several years are Pablo
Ulibarri.
W. T. Reed, , formerly connected
made.
being
The following committee on a fedwith the Reed and Ward barber shop,
has laid the razor aside and entered
eral building site was appointed:
P.ud Boyd of Saguache, Colo., will
the cattle business. Ed O'Brien, forJohn D. W. Veeder, Margarito Ro
arrive in this city the latter part of
Peter P.
mero, Lorenzo
Delgado,
merly with the Nolette barber shop,
the week and begin training for the
has taken Reed's place.
Davis and Roman GalIsaac
Mackel,
HAvdA'pwmjtn hrnif th:t is in hp ctnr- legos. This committee, it is underLas Vegas Lodge No. 408, B. P. O. ed here on May 16. Newman is ex- stood, is to act if the sites already
Elks will hold its regular meeting to- pected here the latter part of this submitted to the federal government
night in the club house. Three can- week. The boys" will start training at Washington are rejected.
didates will be initiated Into the or- as soon as they arrive. One of them
The West &le club, it is stated, is
der and a number of petitions for will use; the armory for training quar- organized for the purpose of
membership will be voted upon. All ters and the other some other conven-

Our complete line

Uli-bar- rl

STEARNS STORE
THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
THERE IS NO LYE IN THE CAN

"HUNTS DUALITY FRUITS"
"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

LYE-PEELE-

Delicious In Flavour

Highest In Quality

Insist on "Hunts" if you want the highest
quality in canned fruits

At J.

NS

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WpG ON
?

wej.

Elks, local and visiting, are requested ient place where spectators may watch
the training. The bout promises to
to be present.
be a fast one. It probably will bel
There will be two automobiles from staged in the armory, although no dethis city to carry a delegation of busi- finite arrangements have been made.
ness men to the retail merchants' con-- ,
vention at Roswell on May 20. All
Setundino Romero, United States
the other cities expect to send rep- marshal for New Mexico is installresentatives, and present Indications ing a big pump upon his ranch at El
show that this meeting will be the Cuervo.
The pump will furnish walargest that the association has ever ter for irrigation and also will supply
held.
a large amount of livestock, including both cattle and sheep. The water
Closing out sale of millinery. Ow will be drawn from a creek supplied
ing to ill health, I a have decided to by an inexhaustible spring. Mr. Roclose out my eatire stock of millinery mero expects his pumping
plant to
at a great sacrifice.
Everything be a great success. He will begin
must go at this sale, which will be the lambing season on his ranch on
conducted by Miss Delia Mclntyre.
April 28. The grass on the ranch is
Sale begins today and will last until
nicely and the sheep are in
growing
entire stock is closed out. Mrs. A. excellent
condition, having come
Standish.
through the winter safely. The lamb
large and a
crop is expected
The Las Vegas lodge of Elks will
will be
undoubtedly
a dance for its members and vis- large percentage
to-b-

give
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win
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saved.

iting Elks, Tuesday evening, April
29, in the Elks' club house. All Elks
and their ladies are invited to be
present This is the first dance to
be given by the Elks since the new

officers were installed, and it is
pected to be a most jolly affair.

GREEKS

ex-

UO
Gross, Kelly & Co.
I

Sole Agents

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

The entire state seems to be fortunate this year and reports from the
different sections say that the rainfall
which has occurred for the past three-tBr- e
days lias been general. A few miles
east on the mesa the fall was heavier than here and one ot the dry farmers who had a number of ducks on
his place arose from nis bed
this
morning to find the entire lot drowned, it is said. Surprise evidently
killed the ducks, who were not look-ing for so heavy a rain. Prospects
are good for the rain to continue to
fall for the next few days and with
that there is no reason why the crops
this year should not be record

he Home of the Eest of EteirthingEMsbte
Fresh Vegetables Arriving Daily

Head (Lettuce, Leaf Lettuce, 'Green Onions,

Ra-dishe-

s,

Cauliflower, Soup Bunches, Turnips,
Ikets, Carrots, Parsley, Spinach, Cabbage
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WThen calling for the above letters
please ask for advertised letters.
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.

TOMORROW

HOSTILITIES WILL
ED DURING A PERIOD
TEN DAYS.

OF

22. The
Constantinople, 'April
Greeks and Servians today concluded
an agreement with Turkey similar to
that made between Bulgaria and Turkey, by the terms of which hostilities
are to be suspended for 10 days.

Turkish Troops Furnished
Austria, April
1500 Turkish soldiers, with whom
Djavid Pasha and all his generals.
the remnants of the Vardar army and
refugees from the fortress of Jana-ninhave arrived at Fieru on the
coast of the Adriatic sea.
.The fugitives are said to be in a
pitiable state. The troops are mostly;
ill and suffering from
starvation.
The
are
denioralied.
They
completely
whole of southern Albania nas been
cleared of means of subsistence by
the various armies which have
marched through the territory and
famine reigns among the remaining
inhabitants everywhere.
Vienna,

Y. M. C. A.

;

a,

FOR MONUMENT TO GENERAL
Carrollton, Mo., April 22. The commission recently appointed by-- Gover

nor Major

the erection of
the late General
,
James
utti'l
soldier
Elates ser,ator (1( trm Btaieg, met
bere May
organize!. Tb
vtat
in C.uwM ,,n
U U U
j
'i
from an fijij,piiitti,,n
it $10,
a

Ladies' gymnasium class 9 o'clock.
Regular business men's class 5
o'clock.

Special Inlrodoctery
Offer on tfie New

ft

f

Nairn Inlaid Linoleum
BCTOBE YOU BUY
COME IN AND SEE OUR

C'
".-

Here-io-for-

e

hyS

" c

r

By Factory arrangement, for
one week only, we- will sell this
Fine Inlaid Linole

''r

For Cash Only

Inlaid Linoleum Sold from

$1.50 to $2.00

Every Las Vegas woman can now have an inlaid linoleum on
her kitchen floor.

J.C. JOHNSEN& SON
500 00 down anrS monthly 'payments of 20.00
including interest will buy a five room frame house on two lots on N.

Eighth St.
yard, etc.

Cement walks, old shade trees, barn, chicken

If This Isn't a Bargain There Never Was One

to auperviso

tiiouumi:(ii

to

LARGE
FLORIDA

i

,

Geo. A. Fleming, Mgr.

The Proof of (he Pudding

Grapefruit

May be in tha eating of it, but the proof of the milk is in
the inspection, of the dairy. The pudding is cooked and
Milk is chiefly! used unpossible germs destroyed.
cooked and possible germs are multiplied. The SANITARY DAIRY, prevents the entrance of possible disease
germs into the milk and makes it safe for family use.

Mr

The Corbett Sanitary Dairy solicits your personal inspection at any time, but believe you would get a better
ide? of what we are doing for you, if you come during the
milking periods which commence at 4 A. M. and 2 P. M.
and last about two hours." During these periods our cooling and bottliag machinery are in operation.

EACH

Bottle washing and sterilizing operations commence
about 10 A, M. and 6 P. M.

AT

Our dairy and residence are at the Forsythe place, West
Side, about two blocks south of the PJaza at junction of
Gonzales and South Pacific .Streets,

j
,

Main 40
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The Investment & Agency Corporation

Subscribe for The Optic.
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GRE ENBERGER

BE SUSPEND-

After a hearing that hag been in
session for several days, Probate
Judge Adelaido Tafoja yesterday decided that Mrs, Floreiuina Leger ha
no valid claim against the estate of
Green.
The
(be late Mrs, Marina
j vxv Kuinaii alii ged that the huA
cr-for Urn, Gjw-i- j during (be lat
lei

We Invite Your Inspection

Wolcott

at the

f

At

ADVERTISED LETTER LIST.
Letters remaining uncalled for the
week ending April 19, 1913.
Guadalupe Alcala, Jacob I. Carter,
O. F. Dohsmann, Mrs. Narora Esqui-bel- ,
W.
H. E. Gilbert, M. J. Healy,"-W- .
Kelly, Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Lank, John
Oldon, John Robinson, Miss Ripuple
Salazar, Thompson Bros., George H.

SERVIANS

AGREE WITH TURKS

Charles Ufeld celebrated his birthday Sunday with a family gathering
at his home on the West side. "Un
cle Charlie," as Las Vegas' veteran
merchant is called, received congratulations from a large number of friends
It was not announced just what birthday was celebrated, although, if one
were to judge from Mr. Ilfeld's activity, jt must have been the forty-fift-

.

AND

with the Commercial club, but
is a necessity on account of the fact
that the West side is a separate
municipality. It will endeavor as
much as possible to work for the in
terests of the entire community.
The board of directors of the "West
side club is made up of the following
men: Margarito Romero, Peter P.
Mackel, Isaac Davis, Chester Hunker,
Gregorio Gutierrez, John D. W. Veeder, Roman Gallegos, Benigno Romero
Fidel Ortiz, M. C. de Baca and Pablo
Ulibarri.

of Rega.1

Shoes and Oxfords in Tans
and Blacks in all the New
Models is now on display. . .

o

REMEMDEH We Want Your Orders

Regal Shoes

For Spring 1913

Model

.

Try a dram ot Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

a horse some time ago and received
a fractured skull, has recovered and

Real Oxfords and

THE WEST SIDE CLUB

ent committees. The following were'
named:
Public improvements Benigno Romero, Felipe Lopez and Martin

,

this afternoon, for
the first time since his operation,
was able to leave his bed. His condi
tion is improving rapidly.

NAMED DY

The board of directors of the Las
Vegas Citizens' club, the West side organization, held a meeting last night
for the purpose ot appointing perman-

Phone Main 379

R. T. Campbell

Made of the Calaber Gra. pes

Quart Bottles 65c

Taken Down
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Tin? Corhtifl

S;uii(iry Dairy

